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In Our 100th Year

15c Per Copy

speaker for the occasion
will be Finis E.
Davis, Louisville,
past international
president of the International
NhiZ
Association
of
Lions Clubs. Davis,
a native of Arkansas, was educated
Arkansas
at
finis E. Davis Polytechnic College where he has been admitted to the
College's Hall of Distinction and holds a
BSE degree from the University of
Arkansas.
Davis started his career in education
of the blind as a teacher at the Arkansas School for the Blind. After six years
as a vacuity member he became
superintedent in 1939. •
In 1947 he became superintendent of
the American Printing House for the
Blind, continuing with that institution
until 1976 when he retired as vice
president and general manager. In
November 1976, he became president of
Label Specialties Inc.
• During his career in work for the
blind, he has been president of the
American Association of Instructors for
Princi
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cool
Clear with chilly temperatures
tonight.*Low 46 to 52. Sunny
Sunday with highs of 75 to 80.
Winds northeasterly at less than
10 mph tonight.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Monday through
Wednesday calls for fair and
warmer conditions through the
period. Highs in the low and mid
80s Monday, rising to the mid 80s
to new 90 by Wednesday.

the Blind; a member of the board of
directors of the American Foundation
for the Blind; a member of the Sponsoring Committee, the Executive
Council and a member of the United
States delegation to the International
Conference of Educators of Blind Youth
in Bussum, Holland in 1952, Oslo,
Norway, in 1957, Hanover, Germany in
1962, and Watertown, Mass. in 1967.
Davis has received numerous
citations and awards both in the United
States and by several foreign countries.
He is listed in Who's Who In America.
A Lion since 1941, Davis served as
president of the International
Association of Lions Clubs in 1960-61. He
and his wife, Ethlyn, are the parents of
three daughters.
He will be introduced by Codie
Caldwell, a past District Governor of
the International Associations of Lions
Clubs.
Chartered Sept. 14, 1939, the Murray
Lions Club now has 78 members. There
were 24 charter members. Bryan
Tolley is the only charter member who
remains active in the club. The Fulton
Lions Club was the sponsoring club.
Lions, will open the meeting and Joe
Pat James will be toastmaster. James
has written a history of the first 40
years of the Murray Lions Club, and
copies of it will be given to those attending the program.
program.
Lilly said several out-of-town Lions
have made reservations, and he expects a crowd of about 200.

Circuit Judge
Gives Decision
CLINTON, Ky. AP) -- Calloway
Circuit Judge James Lassiter has ruled
that Harry W. Roberts may continue to
serve as Hickman County attorney
despite a three-month suspension from
practicing law.
The decision Friday came in a
lawsuit filed by Attorney General
Robert Stephens. The suit sought to
disqualify Roberts from the office he
has held, off and on, for 24 years.
Roberts allegedly represented opposing parties in related litigation
growing out of a contract dispute in
Clinton beginning about two years ago.
The Kentucky Bar Association early
this year found Roberts guilty of unprofessional conduct and voted to
suspend him for one year.
But the Kentucky Supreme Court,
reviewing the association's action on
Roberts' request, cut the suspension to
three months in an April ruling. The
ruling said, "the court is persuaded
that Roberts is innocent of any intentional wrongdoing and recognizes
that his misconduct caused no actual
harm to either client."

•
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Senate To Help
President With
Soviet Problem

Murray Lions Club To
Celebrate Founding
The Murray Lions Club will celebrate
its 40th anniversary Tuesday, Sept. 11,
with a ladies night banquet at Calloway
County High School.
The program will begin at 7 p.m. and
will follow a similiar format to the
original Charter Night program in 1939.
The menu will also be duplicated as
closely as possible.

40

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
leaders are trying to give President
Carter a free hand to negotiate a
solution to the presence of Soviet
combat troops in Cuba, but may be
challenged by conservatives pressing
for a tougher stand.

ARTHRITIS DRIVE — Rosemarie Rouss, right, chairman of the Special Gifts
Drive in Calloway County for the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation, accepts a check from Laurel PPool given by her family as a
memorial to Joseph Othinal(Jodie) Boren who died Aug. 21. Boren had suffered from arthritis for many years. Mrs.['Pool is general chairman for the
Arthritis Drive in Calloway County. The special gifts drive in the county,
headed by Mrs. Rouss, is now in progress. Persons may mail their checks
for the Arthritis Drive to Annie Nance, Treasurer, Peoples Bank, Box 470,
Murray, or take them to her at the downtown branch of the bank Arthritis
affects over 444,000 Kentuckians,including children and adults.

Sealent Program To
Start Locally Sept. 17
Kentucky's new dental sealant
programs will begin Sept. 17 in the
Murray City and Calloway County
Schools for all children in grades two,
six, seven and eight, according to an
announcement from R. L. Cooper,
administrator of the Calloway County
Health Department.
Cooper described the sealant as a
clear, smooth resinous coating which is
painted on the rough chewing surfaces
of the permanent back teeth to protect
them from cavity-causing germs.
"The permanent molars are prone to
early decay and it usually starts down
•An those rough surfaces where even a
toothbrush can't reach," Cooper said
"Flouride protects best on the smooth
surfaces of teeth, so flouride and dental
sealants complement each other,
providing two kinds of tooth protection."
Larry Thomas, D.M.D., of the
Kentucky Department for Human
Resources, Dental Branch, heads the
state sealant team. The team travels by
van from school to school, carrying all
of its own equipment which was
designed especially for the program by
dental branch staff.
According to Dr. Thomas, Kentucky
is the first state in the nation to appropriate funds specifically fora public
health dental sealant program
Endorsed by the Kentucky Dental

Association, the state sealant program
has been featured on NBC's "Today"
show.
Application of the sealant is painless
and takes about 20 minutes per child,
Dr. Thomas said. Parental consent
forms for the child to take home are
being distributed at school.
Cooper urged all parents of children
in these grades to take advantage of
this free program.

Cub Scout Meeting
To Be Held Tuesday
Calloway County boys, aged 8 to 10,
are eligible to attend a School Night for
Cub Scouting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 11.
Meetings will be held in each
elementary school. Boys are asked to
attend the meeting,in their school, with
their parents.
Registration forms will be available.
There is a 82 registration fee per year.
A subscription VI Boy's Life magazine
is'azi additional $3.60 per year.
School night coordinators are Glen
Hendren, Carter Elementary; Minnie
Harrison, North Elementary; Virginia
Willet and JoAnn Smith, Southwest
Elementary; and Van Futrell and Don
Kelly, East Elementary.

The issue could reach a head in the
Senate as early as next week with a
vote to delay debate on the strategic
arms limitation treaty with the Soviet
Union as long as Russian troops are
stationed 90 miles off the coast of
Florida.
Without mentioning the SALT II
treaty, Carter said Friday that "firm
diplomacy, not panic and not
exaggeration," is the way to deal with
the controversy.
A growing number of senators appear
willing to use the treaty as a negotiating
club to force the 2,000 to 3,000 Soviet
soldiers out of Cuba.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-S.C., said, "We
ought to have said to the Soviet Union —
calmly — get those troops out of there
or no SALT II."
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., said he would
press for a vote to block Senate consideration of the treaty until the troops
are removed or Carter asserts that they
"pose no threat to the United States or
its allies."
Democratic Majority Leader Robert
Byrd of West Virginia has opposed
Dole's move and predicted Friday he

has enough support to kill it if it comes
to a vote.
"I think the Senate would appear
highly irresponsible if it took the
position today that the treaty shouldn't
be taken up until certain criteria are
met," Byrd said.
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,
chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, said he has found no
senator willing to take issue with his
judgment that SALT is dead as long as
Russian fighting troops remain in
Cuba.
Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., ranking
GOP member of the committee, endorsed Carter's statement and urged
his colleagues not to stop the SALT
debate.
Against that background, Carter
went before television cameras and
said:
"Let me emphasize that this is a
sensitive issue that faces our nation, all
of us. And our nation as a whole must
respond, not only with firmness and
strength, but also with calm and a sense
of proportion. This is a time for firm
diplomacy, not panic and not
exaggeration."
Carter said the troops do not pose a
military threat to the United States.
The real issue, he said, is "the
stationing of Soviet troops in the
Western Hemisphere in a country
which acts as a Soviet proxy" in Africa
and elsewhere.

Violence Flares Near
Road Condition Protests
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — Violence has
flared near Smith, where parents have
been protesting road conditions and
keeping children away from school.
The trouble Friday, after a peaceful
three weeks, came as a district highway engineer was telling representatives of the parents' group that no
money is available for blacktopping
work on the road, Kentucky 987.
State police said Ewell Daniels, 38,
was charged with third-degree assault
after he allegedly struck a motorist in
the head with a rock. Daniels was
released on $500 bond Friday afternoon
after pleading innocent in Harlan
District Court.
Nine state troopers were called to the
rural site of the picket line, where about
100 parents marched across the road,
stopping cars carrying children.
Persons driving to work were allowed
to pass.
Most drivers whose passengers in-

eluded children complied with the
request to stop, and as many as nine
cars were backed up at one time,
witnesses said.
Police identified the injured man as
Bobby Lee Dillman of Harlan County.
Witnesses said he had tried to drive
through the picket line, but state police
said they did not receive such a report.
Dillman was treated and released at
Harlan Appalachian Regional Hospital
for a cut near his left eye.
Later Friday, district highway
engineer Glen Carey, frOm the Manchester
highway
office, told
representatives of the group that
money for the road work "is just not
available."
Reading from a prepared statement
during a meeting at the Harlan County
Courthouse, Carey told the group of the
financial difficulties of the highway
department. Meeting their request for
blacktopping, Carey said, would cost
about $500,000.
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SEVENTH ANNUAL WATERMELON BUST — Music, laughter and watermelon seeds filled the air in the seventh annual Lambda Chi AIM% Watermelon Bust held Friday afternoon behind Winslow Cafeteria on the Murray
State University campus.(left photo) Courtney McCoy, 2, treats her father,
Jerry, to a refreshing bite of watermelon during the activities. (Center

wok-photo) Neil Sharp, fraternity member, helps slice watermelon for spectators. The fraternity provided 300 watermelons for the public (Right
photo) An Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority member participates in the watermelon crawl event. In the sorority division, Sigma Sigma Sigma captured
top honors in events and spirit «impetitions while Alpha Sigma Alpha

I.& •
1-•
• 6.1 3
.
placed second. In the dormitory division, Elizabeth Hill took first place in'
events and spirit while Hester Hall placed second Kathy furrow, Alpha
Omicron Pi, a junior from St. Louis, Mo., was chosen as the 1979 Miss
Watermelon Bust.
Stall Photos by Rid Off
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Salad Supper

Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday,Sept.8
Community-Wide Banquet
• Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavillion, featuring Steve Davis,former
College Farm Road. This is a University of Oklahoma
support group for families and quarterback, will be held at
friends of alcoholics. For the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
information call 4374229.
Reservations at $2 per person
Wranglers Riding Club has should be made at the church
rescheduled its horse show for office or at the Baptist Student
7 p.m. at the club. This was Center.
originally scheduled Aug. 31
Sunday,Sept.9
but postponed due to rain.
An Ice Cream Supper,
sponsored by the United
Methodist Women,will be held
at the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church at 7 p.m.

Reunion of the descendants
of the late Henry and Alice
Darnall will be held at
Kenlake State Park. A basket
dinner will be served at 1 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter Disdains
Her Doting Mother
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that if a mother is a tramp, her
kids have all kinds of respect for her, but if she's a good
Christian mother they couldn't care less. I've seen it often.
In my case, we have a daughter in college who attended
summer school. All the years she was growing up. her father
was "too busy" to attend a PTA meeting or any of her school
activities. He was in her grade school only once, never in her
junior high, and in her senior high school (field house)
once—for her graduation.
On the other hand. I've done all the things a "good
mother" should do. I attended PTA, was a Brownie leader,
made costumes, took her to all the schooraetivities, baked
cookies for classroom parties. etc.. yet she shows more
respect for her father than she does for me.
Although her weekends were free, she didn't come home
for Mother's Day until late Sunday afternoon. She had written earlier that she was bringing me a gift. I don't care about
the gift; it's just the way things turned out that h.urts me.
She came home empty-handed. saying, "I'm sorry, I didn't
have time to buy you anything."
I said,"That's all right. Honey, having you home is all the
gift I want."
Then she said,"Well, that's good, because that's all you're
going to get."
lather's Day weekend she arrived on Saturday, bringing
her Dad a beautiful dress shirt and matching tie!
I ask you. Abby, why is it that when I have done so much
for her, and her father did so little, she treats him so much
be ter than she treats me'?
HURT
DEAR HURT: Perhaps it's because you've always been
around and she has taken you for granted. On the other
hand, because her father gave so little of himself, and she
saw him so seldom, she still considers him •"special treat"
and is thrilled by his presence. I'm not justifying her attitude: only attempting to analyze it.
DEAR ABBY: I am puzzled over a common social dilemma
that many single women face.
Last weekend at a party I met a guy who was nice to talk
to, bid not to go out with. Later in the evening he asked if I'd
like to go out with him some time. Then he asked for my
phone number. I wasn't particularly interested in seeing him
again but was at a loss for a gracious way of declining. What
would you have done? By the way. I have a steady boyfriend
and am not interested in dating others, but I thought it
presumptuous to mention my boyfriend since I was asked
only for a date—not a lifetime commitment.
SINGLE IN SCARSDALE

Sunday,Sept.9
Last day of workshop on
book decoration will be held
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Print Lab, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

Bethany Sunday School:
Bob
Jones,
Missions
Class, First Baptist Church, Director for the Kentucky
will meet at 6 p.m. at the Baptist Convention, will speak
Fellowship Hall of the church.
at a special Week of Prayer
for State Missions Progrm at
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of Elm Grove Church at 10 a.m.
the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
Groups of Sinking Sprint
9:30 a.m. at the church.
Baptist Church Women wil.
meet as follows: Gladys
Meeting of the Russell's Williamson with Becky Nanv.
Chapel United Methodist and Ruth Warren 'witt
Church Women will not be Sharilyn Wisehart, both a:
held as members will attend 7:30 p.m.
meeting at Paris, Tenn., on
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Sept. 14.
Women's Guild will hold its
Calloway County Band
annual membership tea at 1
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. in
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
the band room at the high
information call 753-9630 or
school.
753-6760.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad supper at the club house
at 6:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-4875 or 7591792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at
Ordway Hall. For information
call 762-6851.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all adults
over 18 years of age who single
due to death, divorce, or never
having been married.
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Groups of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Walt
Apperson, 1511 Chaucer
Drive, for a potluck luncheon
at 11 a.m., and IV with Mrs.
Tommy
Marshall, 1701
Audubon Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
with program by Mrs. Kent
Forrester.
Men's Prayer Breakfast will
be held at 7 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters,
Bessie Tucker, and Maryleona
Frost, all at '9:30 a.m., and
Faith Doran at 2 p.m., all at
Ole church.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
with Alice Steele and New
Providence ' with Maudie
Kennerly.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
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A ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon with Annette
Alexander as chairman.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Monday.
other luncheon hostesses
will be Sharon Wells, Melba
Ward, Chalote Gregory,
Virginia Conerse, Jo Curris,
Shirley Denham, Rebecca
Inian, Pat McReynolds, Jo
Oakley, Marietta Danner,
Vicki Travis, and Murelle
Rs an,
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.

ing what's causing your symptoms, but I can send you The
Health Letter number 3-12,
Impotence. if you'll send me
your address Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents in check or coin with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter
explains, impotence can be
caused by a number of
diseases, including diabetes.
These are the diseases that
directly affect the nerve
fibers that control the erection mechanism. This has
nothing to do with a person's
hormones. These nerves can
be cut surgically, as occurs in
some operations, or they can
be affected by diseases such
as diabetes.
In people spmewhat older
than you, there can be circulatory problems. This is usually
in the nature of fatty-cholesterol deposits in the arteries
to the pelvic region and the
thigh Sometimell,such disorders are associated with leg
cramps during walking.
It's true that decreased hormone levels can be a factor
but they seldom are — particularly not in relatively young
men such as you.
In younger people, the most
common cause for impotence
is psychological Often this is
just pure fear of failure. A

1
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with Flo Hendrickson as
chairman. The tennis hostess
is not listed.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Nancy Fandrich as
hostess who said pairings will
be made at the tee.
Margaret Shuffett, golf
hostess for play on Sept. 5,
announced* the following
winners:
Championship--Frances
Hulse; first flight--Faira
Alexander, first, and Inus Orr,
second: second flight—Anna
Mary Adams,first, and Nancy
Fandrich, second; third flight-Mary Belle Overbey, first,
and Janice Howe, second: low
putts—Elizabeth Slusmeyer.

The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a
salad supper at the club house
on Monday, Sept. 10, at 6:30
p.m.
Hostesses for the supper will
be Penny Cappock, Annette
Alexander,
Marilyn
Barksdale, Mary Bartlett,
Patricia Binford, Sharon
Brown,and Doris C,ella.
Plans for the coming year
will be discussed, according to
the officers--Sue Spann,
chairman, Jean Hurt, vice
chairman, Doris Cella,
secretary, and Dean Poston,
treasurer.

man begins to think he's not
going to be successful during
sexual relations and the anxiety he experiences keeps him
from being successful
All of these factors are discussed in The Health Letter
I'll send you, but I think you're
going to need some professional help I suggest that you
seek out a specialist in urology for an adequate medical
examination related to your
problem. He will have seen
numerous cases of impotence
in the past so it won't be any
surprise to him And then if
you need some psychological
counseling, he can possibly
refer you to the proper place.

Mrs. Fields' Collection
On Display At Library
Mrs. Freda Fields has on
display at the Calloway
County Public Library her
collection of pitchers collected
and made over a period of 40
years.
The collector and her late
husband hand carved hundreds of pitchers of various
shapes, sizes and designs.
Over twenty different woods
were used, as well as other
materials, such as sandstone.
The hand-crafted pitchers
include designs with inlaid
works and etchings.
Many of the Woods used
were found only in California
and the western states where
the Fields began the woodcarving as a hobby several

years ago.
The collection also includes
miniature pitchers from all
over the world. Included are a
silver inlayed pitcher from
Spain, one from Finland and
Italy, and a handpainted
from
ate
pottery
Czechoslovakia.
"The public is invited to
come by the library during the
month of September to see this
unusual display," a library
spokesman said.

Charlotte Cortiay went to
the guillotine in 1793 for
assassinating
French
revolutionary Jean Paul
Marat.
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Adams Families Hold
Their Annual Reunion
The annual reunion of the
families of the late asear and
Biddle Adams was held
Sunday, Sept. 2, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Park.
A basket dinner was served
at about 1 p.m. The afternoon
was spent in games and
conversation.
. Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Holland, Mr.
and Mrs. James Holland and
daughter, Stephanie, Charles
and Joe Holland, Grey Wyatt,
Tim Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clark,
and Brent Clark, all of
Murray.
Present from Dexter were

ADAMS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas L.
Adams of Wingo Route I
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Dallas Glen, weighing 10
pounds, born on Friday, Aug.
31, at the Obion County
Hospital, Union City, Tenn.
They have two daughters,
Amy, 7 years, and Jill, 21
months.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Gilbert of Water
Valley and Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Adams of Coldwater.

Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Murray at
Ellis Center from 10 a.m. to 3
PETRIE GIRL
p.m.; Hazel at Hazel ComStacy Lynn is the name
munity Center at 10 a.m
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Dexter at Dexter Center at 10
Johnny Petrie, Jr., of Route 1,
a.m.
Cottage Grove, Tenn., for
their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds, born on Wednesday, Aug. 29, at the,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
REFINISHING &
Kathy Prince. Grandparents
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE are Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Prince of Paris, Tenn., and
•R•71,reeth,n9 Repo,rs
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Petrie,
•,"
BUI F n Nee
Sr., of Ruleville, Miss.
•A '
,quo gross Hu,
dwore
•(
fio•I'Pf 4-hen
Bamboo has a sort of time
clock that sets the span of its
life, according to National
Geographic. Some bamboo
gives out after only five or six
years while other kinds last
for as long as 65 years before
deteriorating and dying.
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DEAR DR. LAMB -- I have
a serious problem with my
sex life. I'm a 36-year-old
man and I seem to be in good
health I'm having trouble
maintaining an erection during sex.
When this happens. I'm
unable to have an orgasm. I'm
very upset about this and it
bothers me. I'd appreciate
your advice and help.
I've gone to my doctor and
told him about the problem
and he gave me some pills
called Cyclospasmot They
don't help me at all and I hope
You can give me some good
advice.
DEAR READER — In plain
English, you're having a problem with impotence. It's not
an infrequent symptom either
and you did the right thing in
going to your physician. After
all, its just a symptom and it
can be caused by a lot of different things.
If your letter is accurate.
I'm a lade disappointed that
your doctor just gave you
Cyclospasmol. There is no
reason that medicine will do
anything at all for impotence.
Its primarily used as a vasodilator for people who have
certain types of circulatory
problems.
It could be that he thought
you would note some reaction
to it and that it would
improve your confidence and,
in that way. would help you to
overcome the psychological
hurdle.
I have no real way of know-

At Murray Country Club

DEAR ABBY: The letter from the woman who was
discouraged because she would be 37 when she finished high
school amused me.
My mother was born in 1890. She went only as far as the
eighth grade because there was no high school where she lived. In 1944 she enrolled in a special high school program for
adults, and got her diploma in 1945. In 1952 she graduated
from the University of Washington.
She learned to read Latin, Italian. French, Spanish,
Portuguese, German and Chinese.
Two years ago. at 86, she wrote an article about the malting of 16th century Chinese pottery. It was published in
"Forklore," a British magazine.
So what is that 34-year-old lady complaining about?
F.
:WIND WEST.TACOMA. WASH.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

ALAN
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Sigma Department
Lawrence E Lamb,PA D

Special Ladies Day Set

Recovery. Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

The FIRST Certified Crazy Person's Comedy

Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m
at the church.

Planned By

Impotence is a symptom

Seventh Annual Day of the
United
District
Paris
Methodist Women will be held
Hazel Senior Citizens will
at the South Pleasant Grove
at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
meet
United Methodist Church near
Community Center. Lunch
Hazel at 2:30 p.m.
will be at 11:45 a.m.
Reunion of the descendants
Reservations for ladies day
of the late P. Colson and Susan
Boatwright Colson will be held luncheon on Wednesday at the
at the shelter house, Kenlake Murray Country Club should
State Park, with a basket be made today with Annette
lunch to be served about 1 Ward.
p.m. For information call 474High 'School
Murray
8873.
Chapter of the Future
Second day of Tr -County Homemakers of America will
Arts and Crafts Guild Festival have a salad supper at the
'79 will be held from 10 a.m. to school cafeteria at 5:30 p.m.
5 p.m. at the Paris Landing
Call meeting of Murray
State Park.
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Gospel Singing will be held
Accepted Masons will be held
at 2:30 p.m. at the Friendship at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Church of Christ.
Murray-Calloway Theatre
First United Methodist Board of Directors will meet
Youth Fellowship will have a at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
youth rally at Paris Landing Public Library.
State Park at 2 p.m.
Tuesday,Sept. 11
Murray Christian Women's
Parish Picnic of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will be held at Club luncheon will be held at
the pavilion at the Murray- 11:45 a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Calloway County Park from 1 Call by Sept. 10 for reserto 5 p.m. Each family is. to vations at 753-4635 or 489-2706.
bring two dishes to share, plus
Meetings for all boys of
own eating utensils and
Murray and Calloway County.
drinks.
8, 9, or 10 years of age, inAnnual homecoming will be teresting in Cub Scouting, will
held at Poplar Spring Baptist be held simultaneously in all
Church.
elementary schools of the city
and county at 7:30 p.m.
Monday,Sept. 10
Euzelian Sunday School
Murray Lions Club 40th
Special ladies day activities
Class, First Baptist Church, anniversary celebration will
at
the Murray Country Club
will meet at 12 noon at the be held at Calloway County
have been planned for WedFellowship Hall of the church.
High school at 7 p.m.
nesday, Sept. 12.
.

DEAR SINGLE: I would have told him that I had a
steady boyfriend, but if he'd give me HIS number I'd fix him
up with one of my uncommitted girlfriends. IP.S. One girl's
leftovers could be another girl's banquet.1

IOW

Monday,Sept. 10
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Orean Adams,
Adams, Jerry
Frankie
Adams, Donald Adams,
Marton Adams, and Sharion
Adams. From Farmington
were Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Reed, and from Benton was
Miss Kathy Keeling.
Attending from Mayfield
were Mrs. Hilda Jones, Bobby
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Wayne Adams, Jeff Adams,
and Ginger Adams. From
Hopkinsville was Michael
David Braden, from Athens,
Ala., were Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Adams, and from Marble Hill,
Mo., were Mr. and Mrs.
Audren Null.
Present from Atlanta, Ga.,
Were Mrs. Gladys Watson and
Mrs. Lurline Reitemiann,
from East St. Louis, Ill., were
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Adams
and granddaughter,Christine,
and from St. Louis, Mo., were
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Higginbotham and Karen
Higginbotham.

to

Back To
School Special
5 Extra Sessions
will be added to
your schedule if

you sign tip between
September 10th and 15th
741s
•

fan rr

1VI1ifóô
Tanning Salons
Hours:10-7
Phone 753-3011

Come Expecting
A Blessing
TO THE REVIVAL SERVICES Al

POPULAR SPRINGS
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sept. 10th through 16th
at 7:30 P.M.

Evangelist Reverend
L. C. Gray
Pastor Rev. Ronnie Adams
Nursery Children's Church and Bus Ministry Provided

Radio Program Sunday Morning 8:30
on WSJP 11:30 a.m.
•
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WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers. 1 t.,
&
Ledger
Murray
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
1 the state and federal elected
,
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard. 202-2243121.
Here are.the mailing.addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of 'the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
F 42066
aV.
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Mad Taxpayers
Administrators of social service programs think the present taxpayer unrest is aimed
at them. Federal employees at
all levels think they are the
target, and military leaders
believe the same thing. ,
Truth of the matter is, taxpayers are mad at any perceived waste without undue concern for any one part of the
budget. They feel they are being taxed unfairly and want it
stopped.
They 'are easily angered at
the way questions are posed in
congressional questionnaires
that are mailed by senators and
representatives seeking the
feeling of constituents on current issues.
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What upsets taxpayers is that
representatives in
their
Washington measure almost
everything in terms of dollars
spent - such as questions of
whether the taxpayer would
rather see more dollars poured
into national defense or into
new social programs.
Now what taxpayer really
wants to see more spending for
anything? This isn't to say the
taxpayer doesn't want stronger
defense or better social programs, but -spend more
money...?
Most American taxpayers
are convinced they should be
getting more for their money in
all the budget items, and their
position is by no means without
justification.
According to one qualified
source, Americans now pay
more for all levels of government (taxes) than they pay for
food, clothing and shelter combined.
If that sounds like a lot to pay
for being governed, it should.
Everyone knows the cost these
days of the essentials of food,
clothing and shelter.
And taxpayers know that the
cost of government is increasing faster than the rate of inflation. Federal, state and local
taxes jumped 166 percent in the
last decade.
Without question, the thing
that angers taxpayers most
since it is more readily apparent, are withholding taxes
at the federal level.
Even those taxpayers who
couldn't care less about where
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the dollars are going are just
plain mad about how little is
left after Uncle Sam takes his
bite. They view the money they
earn as theirs by the sweat of
their brows and at least want
more say as to how much they
will "give" government.
Jay VanAndel, chairman of
the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States said in a recent speech that, "Government
today - at all levels - costs $8,000
per household or $160 per
week."
Many taxpayers simply don't
believe what they receive from
government is worth that
much. That's why voters in
several states have added taxreform amendments to their
constitutions, and why amendments are being pushed to limit
federal spending.
Adding impetus to the latter
campaign is the fact that huge
federal deficits make clear
even the present staggering tax
burden isn't enough to satisfy
the federal appetite.
The push for tax relief isn't
apt to subside, and no public
servant should feel put upon
more than another. Americans
want to keep more of their own
money. It's that simple.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger SZ
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers. •
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree ,rith an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page arid
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Looking Back
Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

George Brandon
In 1973, Carol Stockinger prepared an
interesting history of the Brandon
Spring Group Camp, in Land Between
the Lakes. It is a gotid sketch of the way
the land was and how the people lived
around 1800, when the area was settled.
But more than this, Caro) gives details
of two of the earliest ett1ers - the
Gatlins and the Brandons.
George Brandon was the father of
Christopher Brandon. He was born in
South Carolina, of English ancestry, it
having been said that his family was
"loyal to Charles I of England."
Brandon is also credited with being the
first permanent settler of the portion of
Stewart County which lies between the
Cumberland and the Tennessee River.
He settled along the banks of the
Cumberland, but evidently was
dissatisfied there, because he later
moved to the Tobaccoport area, and
later down to Dover. A few years later,
he and two of his sons moved over into
Calloway County and settled near Blood
River.
Three of the original Brandon
brothers had fled England after the
death of King Charles I, migrating to
Maryland where one brother died.
Another returned to England after
Charles II ascended the throne. The
third brother settled in Virginia; his
descendants later moved to North and
South Carolina. It was from this family
that - George and Christopher
descended. Christopher married Jane
Simpson, the granddaughter of J.
Lassiter, a Revolutionary soldier from
Trigg County. After her death he
married Polly Skinner, one of several
connections between the Skinners and
the Brandons.
The Brandons were active in the
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Promising Idea
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican
George Bush promises a campaign
without promises, or at least without
guarantees that cannot be fulfilled.
That's a promising idea, but it will be
hard to bring off, particularly for a
presidential candidate who needs to get
his name known in a hurry.
At this point, Bush is a face in the
Republican crowd,trying to make up in
energy, effort and organization what he
lacks in public recognition.
"It's intense, I'll tell you. It's almost
seven days a week," said the former
Texas congressman, United Nations
ambassador, envoy to China,
Republican national chairman and CIA
director.
His resume is long on appointive
positions; Bush hasn't been elected to
anything since he left his House seat in
an unsuccessful bid for the Senate nine
years ago.
That looks like a problem, but Bush
sees it as an asset. He says he's got
broader experience than anybody else
running.
"I know that I can face whatever
Holiday Inn lies ahead," he said in one
of a succession of interviews packed
Into a single, rainy afternoon in a
Washington hotel suite.
Bush is trying to gain the Republican
nomination to challenge President
Carter by traveling much the same
route Carter took four years ago. Like
Carter in those days, Bush is out of
public office and not well known. Like
Carter he is hoping for an early score
that will make his name.
There's a big difference: In the year
before Carter's nomination there was
no dominant figure in the Democratic
field.
This time, Ronald Reagan is far
ahead of the big Republican field, well
ahead in the precampaign polls.

Reagan won't announce his candidacy
until November.
As Bush • sees it, if Reagan can
maintain his position through the early
primary elections, the contest probably
will be over.
But he says Reagan will be slowed
and overtaken. "I think something's
going to happen," he said. "Don't ask
me what."
Bush says he won't try to make it
happen with a long list of campaign
promises. He faults Carter for his 1976
campaign pledges.
"Let us beware of politicians who
promise quick, easy answers," Bush
said in a Washington siteech
"President Carter captured the White
House in 1976 by making more than 600
promises to the electorate. Now he
claims he can't fulfill them because the
people's confidence has failed; the
truth is that the country has lost confidence because he failed."
Carter did make a long list of
promises, and he has found it impossible to fill all those campaign
commitmenth.
There's a reason. As a relatively
unknown candidate, Carter had to spell
out his positions on hundreds of issues.
Positions mean promises.
Bush faces much the same problem
now. He has to describe his solutions to
national problems, and while he insists
that won't lead him to promise more
than can be delivered, it's almost
inevitable.

'Bible Thought
endure
therefore
Thou
hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. 11 Timothy. 2:3.

Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with faith

1(1YearsAgo
A Citizens Advisory Committee voted
to accept the proposal of a subcommittee that it be recommended to
the Murray City Council for consideration that a payroll tax of eighttenths of one per cent be adopted for the
city of Murray.
The September term of Calloway
County Circuit Court will open
tomorrow with Judge James M.
Lassiter presiding.
Deaths reported include Ed Settle, 64,
and Mrs. Rachel Mangrurn, 73.

early activities of the settlement,
serving on court proceedings and other
trappings of "civilization." Christopher
Brandon served at the Battle of New
Orleans under Andrew Jackson. The
Brandons must have had rather large
land holdings because they were listed
among the early slave holders, who
were comparatively rare in an area
which did not boast large enough
plantations to merit slave labor.
George Brandon received, according to
one report, a female slave as a wedding
gift from his father in law in 1809.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
Close by where the Brandon Springs started its drive this morning to reach
Group Camp now stands was the the goal of 300 members, according to
location of the old Brandon homestead. L. D. Miller, executive secretary of the
The house, built high on a hill MCC.
overlooking the Cumberland River,
Army Pvt. Homer L. Hall whose wife,
stood until shortly after TVA purchased Jeanetta, lives on Murray Route 3,
the land. It was originally built by recently completed eight weeks of
Nathan Skinner about 1823. Built of military police training at Provost
poplar logs, the house stood two stories Marshall General's School, Fort
high (an unusual style for that time and Gordon, Ga.
area), with a veranda and columns
Deaths reported include William
across the front. It may be that Mr.
•
Skinner had tried to reproduce a former
home he had had before coming further
north to Kentucky. There were, six
Kuhn Brothers Company with
rooms, with a fireplace at either end, a
headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., will
large central hall and a steep stairway
open a store in Murray in the near
to the second floor and its three
future, according to T. 0. Baucum of
bedrooms. This house was used by
the Bauman Real Estate Company
Skinner as an impromptu river inn,
the
handling
is
here, who
where he rented overnight lodging to
the
at
be
will
store
The
s.
arrangement
said
been
has
It
river.
travelers on the
corner of Fifth and Maple Streets in the
that often these wayfarers never got
buildings vacated by Garrison's White
any further; Skinner supposedly
Way Market and Nance Mercantile
murdered them for their belongings
Store.
and disposed of the remains in the dark
of the night. Skinner was also known to
Deaths reported include Stanley
be a counterfeiter.
Thurman,infant son, Claude
Thompson
Skinner
After the Civil War, the
Edna Jane Gupton, 62,
Mrs.
72,
Luter,
house, which by that time had passed
into the Gatlin family (about 1846),
belonged to George Gatlin and his wife
Lucinda. Both died there. Lucinda died
in 1885 and is buried in the nearby
Four men—U. T. Lamb, 25, L. R.
Mount Lon Cemetery, on land donated
20, C. B. (Bun) Haley, 50, and
Iamb,
by the Gatlin family for a church and
Blalock, 21—were killed when
Raymond
cemetery. After George Gatlin's death,
by lightning while working in a
struck
daughter
the house passed on to his
tobacco barn.
George Ann Brandon, a widow with
Other deaths reported this week
three young children
Baus Story, 56, Mrs. Louise
include
The Brandons were regarded by their
Payne Fergerson Housden, 93, Mrs.
keeping
retiring,
neighbors as rather
Leila Bell Rogers, 55, Mrs. Delila
themselves apart from others. George
Shirley, Frank Rogers, 73, and Miss
Gatlin
Arm
George
Brandon, son of
Emma Lou Dixon, 25.
Brandon was a quiet, well-dressed man
A total of 205 courses will be offered
others.
to
say
to
little
who had very
Murray State College when it opens
at
Mrs. Brandon was evidently very much
18, according to James H. RichSept.
a homebody, content to care for her
mond, president.
husband and children.
Weather Recorder Ralph Wear
Their home was remembered as
a temperature of 96 degrees in
reported
the
being a prime example of
Sept. 6.
on
Murray
"matriarchal" society. Vivian Brandon
The three city high schools—Murray
toncemed
was a strong woman, very
High, Training School, and Douglass
about her family; it was said by Nathan
High—will open on Sept. 11, according to
insisted
she
Brandon that the two things
J. Caplinger, superintendent of
W.
upon were a proper education for her
City Schools.
Murray
children and all the health care they
as officers of the Western
Elected
needed — which were enumerated by
Tobacco Growers
Fired
Dark
her as cod liver oil, a toothbrush, and
Association were Boone Hill, president,
regular baths.
E. E. Shanklin and J. D. Wade, vice
The Brandon farm was a selfor
contained community, raising
producing whatever they needed on the
home place. The Brandons were
Contracts for placing gravel surface
frequently the recipients of family
the Benton-Murray highway in
on
being
farm
visitors, the Brandon
Calloway County this autumn will be
considered as a sort of vacation resort.
awarded on Sept. 10 by the Kentucky
George Brandon was an educated
Highway Commission.
man, who taught at the school which
In preparing for the largest
church
Zion
Mount
was held in the
in its history at the opening
enrollment
building. He had attended the Murray
term on Sept. 16, Murray
fall
the
of
in
interested
quite
was
Institute, and
College is asking the aid
Teachers
State
as
"modern" farming methods as well
of Murray in finding
citizens
the
of
purchase
to
first
the
was
He
education.
for students of
employment
parttime
said
purebred cattle and hogs; it was
both sexes and also rooms and light
that when the no-fence law was being
housekeeping apartments, according to
argued, he preferred to keep his
Rainey T. Wells, president.
livestock fenced, to keep the strain
Deaths reported this week include
to
first
the
of
pure. Re was later one
Dr. William R. Bourne, Mrs. John W.
introduce tractor power on the farm.
Meador, James Turner. and Mrs.
The Brandon home later passed into
Laura Burks Wilson, 59.
the hands of two of the Brandon
The general merchandise store of J.
death
Brandon's
George
children, after
Imes at Almo, one of the largest
M.
in 1949. They remained there until the
in the county, was rifled of goods
stores
Land
the
for
way
make
to
sold
land was
to $500 late Sunday night by
amounting
Between the Lakes. But the Brandon
thieves who broke the front windows to
name is still kept with the land, in
gain entrance.
memory of the first Brandons to settle
Sept. 14 has been set as the date for
there.

Miss Janith Louise Jones, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, was
married to William Richard Wilson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, on Aug. 17
at the First United Methodist Church
The Distributive Education Classes
of Murray High School held a meeting
for the purpose of organizing a local
chapter of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America here. Officers elected
were Gary Johnson, Jerry Kalberer,
Mary Lee Brownfield, Sandra Hughes,
and Jo Ann Roberts.

20 Years Ago

Lock Hargrove, 65, B. C. Castleberry,
85, and Mrs. Bulah Kelso, 83.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Newell Hopkins and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Halford Beane.
The Murray Woman's Club will hold
its general meeting on Sept. 10, according to the president, Ruth Pasco.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Thunder In The Sun"
starring Su,san Hayward.

30 Years Ago

40 Years Ago

and Mrs. Paralee Dowdy, 87.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ken Adams on Aug. 30, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hayes on
Aug.31,and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Raspberry on Sept. 3.
Mrs. Henry Holton, Sr., has returned
to her home in Marshalltown, Iowa,
after a visit with her son, Henry Holton,
Jr., and family, and her brother, Karl
Frazee, and Mrs. Frazee.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Blondie's Big Deal" starring Penny
Singleton, Arthur Lake, and Larry
Sims.

"

presidents, and Joe E. Pace, secretarytreasurer. Local persons named to the
board of directors were W. H. Finney
and E. H. Lax.
The Calloway County Singing Convention, Dave Parks, president, will be
held at Mt. Hebron Methodist Church
near Backusburg on Sept. 17.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Caplinger
on Sept. 2.
Officers of the senior class at New
Concord High School are Earl Steele,
Hubert Pittman, Opal McCage, and L.
T. Rattarree.
Naomi Turk, representing Calloway
County in the beauty contest at the
Tobacco Festival at Princeton, was
named second in the pageant.
Clara Waldrop, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop of Murray, has left
to enter school at the University of
Missouri at Columbia.
"Sing You Sinners" starring Bing
Crosby and Fred MacMurray is
showing at Capitol Theatre. The admission is 10 and 16 cents.

50 Years Ago

the 1929 reunion of the fast diminishing
ranks of the Confederate veterans of
Calloway County and Henry County,
Tenn. The reunion will be held at Dees
Park as it has been for the past several
years.
Marriages announced this week
include Mary Johnson to Denny Smith
on Aug. 31, and Ila Mae Rudolph to
Curtis Copeland on Aug. 25.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beale on Aug.
27.
The Murray High School Tigers will
play 11 football games this season. Jack
Gardner is the head coach, and Ralph
Yarbrough is the team captain
Senator and Mrs. T. 0. Turner and
Judge Callie A. Hale attended the West
Kentucky Field Day held at the State
Farm at Princeton
Cigarettes, all kinds, are listed as
selling for $1.06 a carton in the ad for
Piggly-Wlggly this week
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Murray Business News Briefs
Recession Is Good Time To Buy
Although the recession has
finally arrived and investors
are wary, some Kentucky
experts say this is the time to
look for bargains in the stock
market.

"Since
this
current
recession began in the second
quarter of 1979, and since we
anticipate its termination in
the spring of 1980, the time for
aggressive buying would
presumably be in the late fallearly winter period when the
economic news is at its
worst," Bonn said.
He advises looking at the
stocks of recession-resistant
groups in necessity areas,
such as food or utilities. On a
more aggressive basis, he
favors computer, defense-

According to Roger G. Bonn
of Bache Halsey Stuart
Shields Inc. in Louisville, the
economy appears to be within
the fifth month of what should
be a 12-month recession. Bonn
says that historically, the
ideal time to buy stocks is
halfway through a recession.

Roses Fights Inflation
Harvin said several steps

CLIP AND TRIM
Sherri Requarth of Sherri's Soap and Shape is pictfired here with
Hunters Snow Frannie_ The new dog grooming shop is located at 104 N.13th Street.

L. H. Harvin, Jr., president
and chief executive officer of
Roses' Stores, Inc., has announced' that Rose's has
joi$j the battle, against
high inflation and increased
living 4osts by instituting a
cleaning and nail clipping.
line of pet supplies and toys.
cing policy in the
"Every dog must have some
The new business is open stronge
kind of grooming and most Tuesday through Wednesday company's Roses's Stores.
Harvin said that the rising
dogs need it every six to eight from 9:00 to 5:00 and apcost
of living in general
pointments
can
be
made
weeks," explained Requarth.
by
demands that Rose's take
Sherri's also offers a complete calling 753-0556.
'immediate and vigorous
action" in lowering its pricing
structure.
Harvin said that the ctming
expectations
from
all
elements
What will work be like when we
pa n y's
"extensive
enter the 21st Century?
of society are causing these trends.
geographical territory and
,A new report by the American
For a free copy of "The Chang- seemingly infinite competition
Council of Life Insurance ex- ing Nature of Work," wrile for
has made it virtually trnamines important trends in the work Trend Analysis Report 17,
Ameriplace that could dramatically alter can Council of Life Insurance, 'possible to establish prices
the nature of work as we know it. 1850K Street. N.W., Washington. centrally that are always
lower than all our com. The Council report, based on an D.C. 20006.
petitors'."
writings
of
auanalysis of The

will be used to implement the

company's new marketing
plan. The steps included a
provision that will allow local
store personnel to lower prices
on their own if the chain-wide
price is not competitive at the
local level.

Sherri's Soap & Shape Now Open
Sherri Requarth has just
opened a new beauty shop in
Murray. only this shop has a
twist to it. Sherri's Soap and
Shape is an all breed -dog,
grooming shop, located at 104
N. 13th, beside McDonalds
back par.king lot.
Sherrra 1977 Murray High
School graduate. attended
Murray State before entering
Melody Manner School of Dog
Grooming,at Ft. Thornas,Ky.
After a , three month practical training period she
received her diploma and set
up shop in Murray.
Services offered at Sherri's
Soap and Shape include thorities in-the field of work: says
washing and drying of dogs that demographic changes, social
and grooming including ear and political movements and shift-

Future Work Trends Explored

Prosperity Causes
Stress To.
Everyone frets over economic
recessions, but now it appears that
prosperity causewstressttoo.
Dr. Harvey Brennek- of Johns
Hopkins University, in analyzing
volumes of 20th century statistical
information, has come up with
some unexpected connections between physical and social ills and
economic growth and unemployment.
Addressing an American Council of Life Insurance conference on
future trends, Dr. Brenner said that
rapid economic change may trigger
stress-related illness and death. The
sociologist explained that the mild
stress associated with economic upturns is compounded by the "lag
effect" of the preceding downturn.
After two or three years, this "lag
effect" produces markedly higher
rates of disease-and death.
During the downturns, Dr.
Brenner said, a one percent increase in unemployment translates
to a two percent rise in mortality. In

1970, a 1.4 percent increase in
unemployment .was reflected in
511,090 "excess" deaths, the scielitist said.

Cause of Death
The leading cause of death in the
U.S. today continues to be diseases
related to the heart, the American
Council of Life Insurance says.
Although the rate of deaths due
to heart disease, stroke, hypertension and rheumatic health disease has dropped substantially
since 1968, heart diseases still account for 50.6 percent of deaths in
the U.S. today. the Council notes.
The other top causes of death,
according to U.S: statistics, are:
cancer, 20.4 percent; accidents, 5.5
percent; influenza and pneumonia.
2.6 percent; diabetes, 1.8 percent;
cirrhosis of the liver. 1.6 percent;
suicides. 1.5 percent; and certain
causes of mortality in infants. 1.2
percent',

WRAP BOTH
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION

In older homes—homes built
before the late '60s when
was cheap and
energy
plentiful—you may not find
any insulation, or at best only a
few inches in the ionic.
In newer homes,'homes built
after .1970 and homes corn-.
Meted within the past year 07
so, you might discover as much
as 12 inches of insulation.
How much insulation?
According to the Nations
Home Improvement Council„a:
today's high fuel costs, am,
home—new or 'existing—
should contain no less than 6
inches of insuation in the attic.
And in colder parts of the
country, these experts recommend up to 12 inches(R-3)i in
the attic, 6 inches (R-19i in
/
2 inches IR-22.i in
walls, and 6-1
crawl spaces. These amounts
vary, of course, according to
climate conditions and local
fuel and utility prices.
Ask your contractor or b cal
utility how much insulation is
the most cost-effective in your
area.
Storm windows and doors
While you're checking the
doors and windows, you might
want to give some thought to
two other important energysaving improvements—storm
windows and doors.
If you already have storm
sash all around, take comfort in
knowing that you're saving
energy. If you don't have storm
windows and doors, but do
double-glazed
have
or
"therrno-pane" type windows,.
installing storm windows still
provides a good way to lower
fuel bills and cut down on
drafts.
Insulating walls
Insulating walls is not a doit-yourself job. It's best done
by a professional insulation
contractor who has the expertise and special pneumatic
equipment to perform the work
quickly and efficiently.
To find the name of a reputable contractor nearest you,
'-heck for the National Home

predicted the recession,will be winter should be a good time
fairly mild and relatively to accumulate stocks. He
brief. "We should expect a favors stocks of regional
decline in the rate of inflation banks and insurance cornbefore year-end to under a 10 panies and selected energy
percent rate. Once that is companies. "As usual, the
visible, then interest rates, greatest rewards and the
assuming the economy is still greatest risks are in the small
in the doldrums, can begin to companies in various high
technology areas,"Stites said.
decline," Overman said.
"If! were a normal investor
who had somewhere between
$10,000 and $100,000 of liquid
assets to invest, I would have
one-third to one-half of those
assets in the stock market,"
he said. Overman favors
achieving appreciation by
purchasing stocks of big
companies in the areas where Market was up. Biggest
the strength of the economy is gainers: Reliance Universal
likely to continue despite the (OTC) to 244 from 212,4;
recession - areas such as Convenient (OTC) to 203/4
energy, capital spending. from 1934. Greatest declines:*
growth industries and con- Ashland Oil (NYSE) to 39%
from 40%; Brown-Forman
sumer non-durables.
John H. Stites of J.J.B. (AMEX) to 39 from 40; LinHilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc., coin Income (OTC) to 18%
also believes_ this fall and from 21%.

entucky
Stocks
On The
Move

/

DANN NOTES
Is your credit rating less
than perfect? You can
find out by checking
with the credit bureau
for this area. If there
are errors regarding
late payments,it's up to
you.to clear AR?,

Let us help you Plan

& Design Your Kitchen

Audit your home's energy efficiency
Chances are good that your
home's annual heating and
cooling costs are a lot higher
than they need to be.
'Care to find out how mitfh
higher?
Then take an hodr..to audit
your home's energy efficiency.
You may be surprised at the
amount of fuel and money you
are wasting—fuel and money
you could save, simply by installing such readily available
home improvements as building insulation, storm doors and
windows,.and caulking and
weatherstripping.
To begin diagnosing your
home's savings potential,
you'll need the following tools:
a flashlight, a ruler and a
screwdriver.
You might also want to take
along a pad and pencil and keep
record of whatever savings opportunities you discover, and
the improvements needed to
take advantage-of those opportunities.
There are two basic types of
insulation. One type has been
pre-fabricated into a "blanket"
configuration that fits neatly between joists and studs.
The second comes in a loose,
chopped-up form that is either
poured or blown into place with
special pneumatic equipment.
Either type is acceptable, although blankets, because of
their consistent dimensions,
offer a more uniform thickness
and density and, hence, greater
assurance of installed performance.
To check for insulation, look
between floor joists in the attic,
between exterior wall studs (if
exposed), around heating and
cooling duct work and between
floor joists over unheated crawl
spaces.
Also, check for duct work.
Heating and cooling ducts in
unconditioned spaces should be
insulated. (If your attic is
"floored," pry up one of the
boards with your screwdriver
and look below, between the
joists,)

aerospace and oil-gas stocks.
Bonn said purchasing cyclical
stocks,such as steel and retail
issues, may be called advisable on the basis of
recovery profits.
Rudy L. Vincenti of Merrill
Lynch in Louisville said there
are indications that the Dow
Jones Industrial Average
could swing back to the 1000
level. He favors buying stocks
in energy companies that are
well financed and have good
reserves and successful
drilling programs.
Vincenti pointed out that
declining worker productivity
and wage increases will lead
to higher unit costs on goods,
forcing more companies to
invest
in
labor-saving
equipment. Therefore, he
recommends
purchasing
stocks of companies involved
in
automation
and
sophisticated
production
equipment or systems, as well
as those firms that produce
labor-saving devices. Vincenti
also favors the stocks of
money center banks, savings
and loans and Real Estate
Investment Trusts.
James L. Overman of Paine
Louisville
Webber
in

Improvement Council member
listed
under ••Insplation
Contractors Cold and Heat,"
in the telephone directory. All NHIC contractor memhers are pledged to adhere to a
Code of Ethics, which assures
,:onsurners of reliable profes-*
si(inal service.
Last stop—the basement
The last stop (in the enetigy
efficiency check-up tour is the
basement, an area that wastes
more of your home's energy
than you think.
Unless basement walls are
unfinished, you'll need to call
in an insulation contractor to
blosk insulation into the
wall—and bring them uo to
present energy standartL.
While you're in--the basement. be „sure to check your
furnace and central airFor
units.
conditioning
maximum operating efficiency,
have these inspected regularly
AO maintained in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions.
Furnace filters should be
checked and changed 'at(reast
once a month during peak Operating seasons. Dirty filters cause
airand
your furnace
conditioner to work overtime.

•Merillat

by Bill Boyd

*Quaker Maid

Maintain a good credit rating. Open a checking
account with us. Your cancelled check is the best
proofof payment.

Available at
753-1713
...4401111%.—
!_l_f

FOPLES BANK
,41:RB•Y

Member FDIC

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Health•Home
Car•Farmausiness
LOOK TO THE SHIELD

Rennie Ness
and
Danny Ross

210E.
Math

Ph.

753-040
MU Of MUD

—U-

We at the
We have an innovative policy called PCP—Personal Comprehensive Protection—from The Continental Insurance Companies. And if you own a
home and a car, PCP offers you exceptional value'

Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for your car, for your home and for its con
tents. And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money.
PCP, on the other hand, gives you one amount of
property protection for your home and its contents.
And one amount of liability protection for your car
and home. Plus, PCP gives you the option to include
your hospital, disability Income and mortgage life insurance in the same plan.
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timesaving, and in many cases, more economical.
Come see us or call. We'll be glad to
show you what PCP can do to make
you—and your property— more secure.
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Sherri Requarth
•

YOU WON'T MISS HAVING
US AROUND ...WE DELIVER!
That's a fact! We've a whole crew
of very reliable _delivery people
who'll weather any storm to see
that you get your newspaper.

Subscribe Today!
753-1916

The

Murray Insurance
Agency
753-4751
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RAGI

"When the ship begins to
sin*, join the rats." Adam Smith.
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West tried hard to scuttle
declarer's plans in today's
tricky game. However, declarer used care to dodge
the traps, threading the
channel to avoid the rats.
Dummy's spade ace won
and, since he had no time
to develop clubs, he tried
the diamonds. Dummy's
diamond ace was cashed
and, when East's queen
dropped, declarer made
the farsighted play of a
diamond to his nine.
Had West won this trick,
declarer's problems would
have ended. A spade would
go to declarer's king and
the marked diamond
finesse to dummy's eight
would total nine tricks. So
West wisely refused the
diamond and now declarer
could take only three diamond tricks.
Needing four tricks in.
hearts after West's excellent ducking play in diamonds, declarer countered
by playing that suit with
equal care. First he cashed
a high heart more than
that, he would have joined
the rats), and then led his
last diamond to dummy to
lead a heart.
West might have
dropped the heart jack on
declarer's ace from J-10
doubleton, however, declarer wasn't interested in
overtricks. When East followed low to dummy's
heart lead, declarer confidently finessed his nine,
not caring whether it won
or lost.
Had it lost, the defense
could have taken only four
tricks a heart, two clubs
and a diamond). And in
actual play, the finesse of

•

Adams Testifies About Warning

NORTH
84-A
•A
•72
• A K 86 3
•Q to 9 8 4
2WEST
EAST
•J 10 9 3 2 • Q 8 6 4
•J
•10 86 5 3
• J 10 5 4
•Q
•K 5 3
•A 6 2
SOUTH
K75•
•A K Q 9 4
•9 7 2
•J 7

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
( AP) - Sherman Adams,
Kentucky grand dragon of the
United Klaus of America, has
testified that he warned two
Bullitt County brothers
against giving his daughter
drugs.
Adams said that when he
found his daughter, Alicia,
smoking marijuana with
Gilford and Daniel Coy at
their Shepherdsville home, -I
told them anybody who gives
my daughter drugs, I'll tear
Vulnerable: North- your damned head off."
South. Dealer: South. The
However, Adams denied in
bidding:
South West North East
1,
Pass 2•
Pass
20
Pass 3+
Pass
3 NT Pass Pass Pass

testimony Friday that he
ordered the Coys beaten. -1
have not never told anybody to
beat up nobody," he said.
Four Barren County men,
Ronnie Jones, David Bush,
James Haynes and Ricky
Turner, testified the day
before that they beat the Coy
brothers early Dec. 8 because
they were told to do so by
Adams. Two other Barren
County men also were
charged in the beatings.
Adams, 57, of Shepherdsville, is charged with assault,
enwanton
burglary,

Hearing Continued
In Slander Suit

Opening lead: Jack of
spades.
the nine brought in four
heart tricks.
Good play in one suit is
not always enough. When
the defenders make things
sticky, declarer must
parry and attack.
Bid with Corn
South holds:
•K 7 5
•A K Q 9 4
•97 2
•J7
South
1•

9-8-B

North
1 NT

ANSWER: Pass. The
hearts are nice, but there
is no need to rebid them.
One no trurnfi should be as
good a contract as two
hearts.
--Send bridge questions lw The
Aces, P0 Box 12363, Dallas,
Texas 75225, with self-addres.sed,
stamped envelope for reply.
Copyright, 1979
United Feature Syndicate, Inc

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A hearing has been continued
until Oct. 6 in U.S. District
Court on an appeal by FBI
agents who were ordered to
testify in a 82.5 million slander
suit involving two former
candidates for lieutenant
governor.
William Cox, Madisonville,
filed the lawsuit against
James Vernon, Frankfort,
after Vernon said Cox was
under investigation by the
FBI. Both men were unsuccessful candidates in the
May Democratic primary.
Vernon said his information
came from the FBI. Fayette
Circuit
Judge
Armand
Angelucci ordered subpoenaed agents to give
depositions in the suit, but
U.S. Attorney Patrick Molloy
appealed the ruling to federal
court.
The suit will be heard in
circuit court after the agents'
appeal is heard. Cox said he
would pursue the suit, even if
Angelucci's ruling is overturned.

dangerment and cruninal
mischief as an accomplice to
the beatings. Friday was the
third day of his trial in Hardin
Circuit Court, where the case
is being tried on a change of
venue from Bullitt Circuit
Court.
Adams testified that he and
his wife became worried after
their daughter, Alicia, told
them she was going to the
Coys' house one night in
September to play cards.
Around midnight, Adams
said, he went to the Coys'
house, where he found her

But Adams said he -never
playing cards with the Coy.
brothers. He said he smelled told anybody" that. "I told
marijuana when he entered, them to go have a talk with the
asked "Who's' smoking Coy brothers."
Alicia Adams testified
marijuana," and his daughter
Friday that her father "did
replied,"We are."
He said he then delivered his not threaten to kill anybody"
warning about drugs and left, when he found her with the
Coys. But Gilford Coy testified
followed by his daughter.
Jones, Bush, Hayes and that he "took it pretty
Turner testified that Adams seriously" when Adams said
told them - and the two other "if we didn't stay away from,
Barren County men, Kerry well, leave his daughter alone,
Wyatt and his brother, Tony he'd rip our heads off."
Kerry Wyatt testified that
Wyatt - after a Klan meeting
Dec. 7 to beat the Coy Adams told the six Barren
Countians he needed volunbrothers.
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(Sept.

traveling meet with romantic
opportunity. Contact those
afar.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A work project may be
unrealistic. or not meet
standards of higher-ups.
Possible psychosomatic
complaints. Socializing abets
career.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may be concerned
about children afar. Romantic
opportunities in connection
with travel. Go ahead, despite
your innate cautiousness.

)Le
e

YOU BORN TODAY are
literary, artistic, and inclined
to public service. You have

412

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 171/Ar
"
Plans for a social gathering
with a loved one should be
made. , Despite
surface
disagreements, you'll arrive
at a happy compromise.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
A sense of duty pays off now.
Don't let small problems
cause you to quit. Keep
plugging for a successful
outcome to projects.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Creative activity and
distant affairs go well. Despite
some changes in plans, a
planned romantic rendezvous
is affectionate and joyful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)-41"'"'
Consult with experts re
home improvements. Get a
second estimate if you have
any doubts. Evening brings
happy times with close ones.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Now's the time to get
thoughts across to.loved ones.
Any disagreements that show
up can be dealt with suecessfu4. Accent affection.
YOU BORN TODAY have
more leadership abilities than
the typical member of your
sign. Attracted to the
professions, you can succeed
in law, medicine, literature,
psychology, teaching, and
writing. In business, you fare
best when your intellectual
and original qualities have an
outlet. You do better on your
own than in parthnership. You
may be esp attracted to
banking, but shouldn't let your
drive for Material success
prevent you from doing your
own thiag. Acting, art, and
music may also appeal to you.
Birthdate of: Arnold Palmer,
golfer; Edmond O'Brien,
actor; and Fay Wray, actress.
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RICE BREAKER

4

"GOOF PROOF"

-9

PHOTOFINISHING
40,

66

SAVE

2•FOR$1

Our Reg
3.57

Our
Reg 68'8 73

FOR

Misses' Classic
Short-sleeved
Pointelle Tops

1

'Instant Picture' Copies
Copies made from Kodak'
or Polaroid' instant pictures

No-iron polyester pointelle
for casual or sportswear
Shop now at Kmart Save
Our 3.96 Full Figure
Tops. 40-44 ... ...2.96

414

Iftlitipw PRICE BREAKERS

257 Our Reg

WORK BOOTS

3 97

Men's 8 Inch A2500
All Leather Ir
Insvlaisd

Buy of The Day

3-Pc. Saucepan Set
2- , 1-, 1 2-qt saucepans with
easy- to. clean enamel finish

Reg $2997

7
Op*
4000

NOTEBOOK
PAPER

FOR ION DAY,SEPTEMBER 10,1979*c
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Don't let an early financial
success on the job go to your
head, as you could become
careless and have extra work
to catch up with later.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
O Communications and good
times with loved ones are
favored. However, a close one
may do the unexpected and
foolish doubts could arise.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)na
r
Private talks with family
members are constructive.
However, do not let secrecy
spill over into other affairs
where suspicions may crop
up.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)GOO
Communications
with
friends are highlighted, but
one friend's take-charge attitude could cause problems
later. Still, the evening's a
social success!
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A deal thought settled seems
to fall apart, but you can mend
fences to your advantage. The
outcome is favorable and
financially a plus!
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr%
C,onsult with others for your
best sucess. You'll be surprised how others meet your
request for help with affection
and good advice.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Research on financial
project
brings
results.
Postpone signing papers till
you're ready. Evening brings
happy seclusion.

0.0 600 ••••••000•to news *vv., ••••••••••
••••••00.6 00 010 ••••••• if
dean •no. ••••••010a, •••••••••• .•••
•
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6 vinyl-coated hangers or 5-bar
plastic rack for slacks Save

leadership capability, esp
when espousing a cause.
Naturally interested in world
problems, you'd like to be in a
position to help mankind.
Your universal • outlook attracts you to art and you can
succeed as a teacher, writer,
actor, painter, and critic. Law
politics, religion, and social
work are other fields in which
you'll find happiness. You
function best when you get out
of your self and lose yourself
in service. Birthdate of: Paul
Goodman, social critic; Alf
Landon, GOP pres. nominee;
and Cliff Robertson, actor.

0

SUN. MON.TUES.

FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1979
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Agitation possible in connection with home expenses.
Work on a hobby may prove
remunerative. A friend seems
vague or indecisive.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Not the best time to put forth
ideas. A communications gap
exists. However leisure
moments spent with loved
ones are romantic and special.

0

THE SAVING PLACE

Frances Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Last night's revelers may be
feeling under par in the a.m.
Don't let health complaints
make you stingy with finances. Romance possible in the
p.m.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May MI
Don't be inhibited- express
your feelings and romantic
doubts are happily relieved.
Local visits and children bring
joy.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Instead of being vexed about
what's wrong with living
arrangements, spend some
money on digkrative touches.
Let a loved one help out.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Communications with a
friend may be strained or
social life fails to meet expectations. Still, romance
possible nearby.
LEO
'(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Career plans perhaps
unrealistic due to limits on
cash supply. Still, that should
give you impetus to increase
revenues.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) /11;41 1
Look your best for a social
get-together - romance a
possibility. Travel or distant
concerns may not work out to
your liking.
LIBRA
.a.n
23 to Oct. 22)—
A private meeting has
romantic overtones and
career potential. Plans re
joint investments need furthur
thought. Travel expenses
excessive.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
There may be some tension
between close ones and
acquaintances. Those

rtaaasts-,a...a_aar,K marts Advertised
Merchandise Policy

SIMONY 14

Hangers or Slack Rack

Your Individual
Horoscope

teers to "deal with some boys
dealing in drugs."
Asked if Adams mentioned
violence, Wyatt replied. "No,
he just needed somebody to
talk to them."
Wyatt refused to testify on
the advice of his attorney
when asked why he had entered the Coy house and
whether he had taken part in
beating the Coys.
Adams' wife and at least
three of his daughters were in
the crowd of about 20 in the
courthouse. The trial was
recessed until 9 a.m. Monday.

REMINGTON DUCK/PHEASANT
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Sale Price

Sealed Beams
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3-Hole
Pkg of 175 Rolled Sheets
Our Reg 63'
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12-V sealed beams. Your
choice of upper or lower Save
Our 2.77 Hi 'Low Beam
$1.88
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Less Factory
Rebate
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Crew Socks
Cotton stretch nylon Fit
men s sizes 10-13 Save

Reg 1 87

24x45" Reversible Rug
Rug is Multicolored on both sides
so you can reverse it Shop now

'71

788

Your
Net Cost ....
After Factory Rebate

Our Reg 5 17
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Our
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$1188

Wake'n Warn II
Smoke
Fire detector with
solid-state electric horn
with
battwy

Our Reg 116 57

Teens' Slumber Bag
A comforter or a sleeping bag
polyester fill 68 x 80 ! Save
•Frosehlod

MO U.S. Hwy.641 North, Murray, ky.
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Calloway Falls 7-0
In Three Overtimes

Falcons Score Five
Times, Route Tigers

By TONY WILSON

That made it fourth-and'cond time on the first play,
goal at the six, and Bryan's inthis time by Scott Neatz.
.-- By then, even the officials complete passended the game
What went through your
mind, John Miller was asked, were restless. One glanced and turned the McLean Counrestlessly at his watch as the ty players and fans into a
when the first field goal try
missed? "I wondered why in captains trotted out to mid- mass of celebration.
"When we missed several
the world I hadn't tried for the field for the coin toss.
McLean County made the scoring opportunities in the
touchdown instead."
And what flashed when the most of its first possession, first half, we seemed to let
second field goal attempt was scoring the winning points on down some,"said Miller.
He also cited the hard arblocked? "I wondered where Mike Rickard's two-yard
in the world their man came gallop up the middle. A Laker tificial turf on the field as a
got a hand on Abaey's extra- factor. "We didn't tackle as
from," he said.
And finally, what thoughts point attempt, but it skittered aggressively as usual. I think
did you have when your over the goal post anyway for a lot of my kids were thinking
of the burns they were going to
McLean County team scored the 7-0 advantage.
for.
touchdown
the game's only
"That was typical of our get if they left their feet."
last night's 7-0 victory over luck out there," said Outland.
The Lakers left their feet a
Calloway County? "I thought: -They seemed to get all the good deal of the time to make
'Man, have we ever had that breaks as far as penalties or tackles, especially Shipwash,
one coming."
bounces of the ball."
who finished with 13 solo
Indeed. In a game of firsts
Calloway's last-ditch effort tackles and six assists.
for Miller and his team, they was nearly successful. 'firn"His play was typical of our
captured their first victory of McAlister picked up five team tonight," Outland said.
the season with the triumph at yards on a first-down run, and "Maybe we should have
Roy Stewart Stadium before a Bryan ran keepers on the next scored a couple of times when
sparse crowd, and in turn not- two plays to give the Lakers a we didn't, but effort-wise,
ching Miller his first win as fourth-and-goal at the one-foot there's no more that I could
McLean County coach. Too, line.
ask for."
the touchdown in the third
Then someone jumped offCalloway, now 0-3 in its first
overtime of last night's sides. "That was just inex- varsity season, plays Lone
marathon was the first figure perience," Outland. "We Oak in the second contest of its
other than the big 0 that Miller showed poise in. not doing it three-game homestand Frihad seen under his team's earlier in the overtimes,"
day at Stewart Stadium.
score this season.

By GARY GARTH

Ledger di Tunes Sports Editor

"We were pitiful on both offense and defense," he said.
If we had playedlike this last
week, we would have lost 100-0
(McLean County lost 28-0).
But a win is a win, and it's
something we can build on."
Outland, too, was happy.
"We played one heckuva
game. It's just unfortunate
that we lost. But the
scoreboard is the only area
that McLean came out on
top."
Many fans, after McLean's
Barry Abaey's 25-yard field
goal attempt missed to the
right side by inches with 3:29
left in regulation play, moved
toward the exits. But when
Calloway quarterback Brad
Bryan fell on the ball at the
line of scrimmage to preserve
the scoreless deadlock, the
marathon of overtimes began.
In a summary:
McLean County won the
toss and elected to go on offense first, gaining possession
of the ball with a first-and-10
situation. Their series lasted
one play when the Lakers'
Richard Young recovered a
fumble.
But the visitors gained the
ball right back when senior
Chris Ashby picked off a
Bryan first-down pass,forcing
the second overtime.
McLean County again
won the toss, again took
possession of the ball first,
then tried to go ahead on
Abaey's 24-yard field goal try.
Mike Shipwash burst through
the middle of the defense to
block it, though, and the
Lakers took over.
Bryan was intercepted a se-

Ledger & Tunes Sports Writer

The biggest play of the
game, says Fort Campbell
coach Marshall Patterson,
may have happened before the
second half even started.
"We wouldn't have been too
comfortable with a sevenpoint lead at halftime," said
Patterson, whose squad
thumped Murray High 35-7
last night at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Falcon end Riley Steward
helped ease Patterson's anxiety a bit. With Fort Campbell
ahead just 14-7 late in the second quarter, he sprinted 21
yards for a touchdown that
vaulted the Falcons up by 14
points.
Fort Campbell added two
more scores in the second half
in handing the Tigers their
first loss in three games and
improving their own mark to
2-0.
Calloway's Larry Sanders grabbed and held McLean
County's Mike Dickerson during the Lakers' 7-0 loss last
night.

Once-Great King Loses Easily

Evert Is Far Superior This Time
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - It was 1971.
The U.S. Open was played on
grAss then, at the picturesque
West Side Tennis Club in
Forest Hills. A blonde 16-yearold named Chris Evert was
getting ready to play the
reigning queen of tennis, Billie
Jean King.
"Sure I remember," said
Chrissie, now 24, the wife of
British pro John Lloyd and
aiming for a fifth straight U.S._
Open championship.
"She was someone I'd heard
so much about and seen on
T.V.," Lloyd recalled. "She
was my idol, in a way. I was a
shy little 16-year-old and I felt
intimidated. During the
course of our match, never
felt that I could beat her."
And she couldn't, bowing
meekly 6-3,6-2.
But that was long, long ago,
on a tennis court that seems
far, far away from the new
National Tennis Center in
Flushing Meadow, which
became the Open's home last
year. And Friday it was,Kifig
who was no match for Lloyd,
who pulverized her with
stunning ease, 6-1, 6-0, in a 50minute massacre in the Open
semifinals.
The other three semifinals
were scheduled for today. In
the opening match, Martina
Navratilova met Tracy Austin

for the right to face Lloyd in
Sunday's final. In the men's
draw, defending champion
Jimmy Connors met John
McEnroe and Vitas Gerulaitis
opposed Roscoe Tanner.
In another match Friday,
the top-seeded team of
McEnroe and Peter Fleming
won the men's doubles title
with a 6-2, 6-4 triumph over
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Bob Lutz and Stan Smith.
Lloyd has now beaten King
in their last eight meetings
and holds a 16-7 lifetime edge.
None of those wins carne
easier than Fridays.
"After the first couple if
games, she didn't ,have
spark she usually has," sa d
Lloyd. "I went out expecting a
really rough match, menta:iy

and physically, but I didn't get

"That score doesn't even
begin to tell how close this
game was," said Patterson,
whose Falcons won the Class
A state title last season before
moving up to Class AA and into Murray High's district.
The Tigers had a chance for
an early scoring opporunity
when the Falcons fumbled on
the second play of the game.
Murray recovered the ball on
the Fort Campbell 30.
Two plays later the home
team returned the favor when

Tiger running back Nick Swift
fumbled, and Tony Block
scooped up the ball for the
Falcons and returned it to the
Murray 24-yard line.
Murray's defense stiffened,
though, and when Fort Campbell failed to convert a fourthand-seven situation, Murray
took over on their own 21.
Murray again had trouble
holding on to the ball, promptly fumbling it away to Fort
Campbell on its own 28-yard
line. The Falcons took advantage of the turnover, scoring
on a six-yard run by Reginald
Riley with 4:35 left in the first
quarter. Darrell Steward
tacked on the extra point to
give Fort Campbell a 7-0 lead.
The Tigers tied the game in
the second quarter on a fiveyard pass from Rich Rollins to
Robin Roberts before Tim
Foster booted the extra point.
Fort Campbell reclaimed
the lead with 2:47 left in the
first half on a 24 yard pass
play from Steve Skelton to
Grey Brayboy. Darrell
Steward added the extra point
to give Fort Campbell a 14-7
lead.
After receiving the kickoff
Murray fumbled away the ball
for the third time in the first
half, giving it up on the Falcon
48 yard line. That set up
Steward's burst seconds later.
Braboy picked off a Rich,
Rollins' pass to lead off the second half and returned it to his
48-yard line. The Falcons failed to move the ball and punted
to the Murray 15.

Showing their first solid
drive of the game, the Tigers
moved down the field before
being stoped on the Falcon 23.
The Falcons fourth
touchdown came after a 73yard drive that was helped by
a 15-yard Tiger penelty and a
40-yard run by Steve Cornell,
who picked up a teammate's
fumble and advanced it to the
Tiger 10-yard line.
Darrell Steward scored
from two yards out and added
the extra point to give the
Falcons a 28-7 lead.
The game's final score
came with 2:39 remaining
when Steward again took the
hand off from quarterback
Steve Skelton and rambled in
from five yards to establish
the visitors' commanding 28point lead.
The Falcons' Reginald Riley
led all rushers with 117 yards
on eight carries. Tim Foster
rolled up 114 yards ,for the
Tigers, and Nick Swift added
60 yards on five carries.
Skelton completed 6 of 8
passes for 88 yards, while
Rollins was 7 for 14 for 93
yards. Four of his passes were
picked off - three by safety
Tony Brock.
"I'm disappointed in our
number of turnovers 7),"
said Murray High coach John
Hine. "But I have to praise
Fort Campbell. They are a
fine football team."
Murray travels to Mayfield
Friday to face the red-hot Cardinals, winners of 28 straight
games,at 8 p.m.

beating her worse than that."
E'or the record, this only
equalled their most lopsided
match. Twice Lloyd had
dropped jut one game in
beating King, but both those
matches were played on clay,
Lloyd's favorite surface.
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Murray High coach John Hina offered encouragement to his Tiger squad last night against
Fort Campbell, but they lost 35-7.

111

4.444Nre,;

Murray High's Nick Hibbard (24) and teammate Eric Lovins stopped Fort Campbell's
Kevin Extine on this play, but the Falcons ran to a 35-7 triumph.

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
If it were, say, October or
November, Bill Walsh might
be shrugging his shoulders.
now, not wondering whether
his San Francisco 49ers could
beat Dallas but whether they
could avoid getting killed by
the Cowboys.
were in great condition Tech at Louisville, Toledo at
This, though, is the time of
physically and mentally and Marshall, Southeastern the year when National
ready to go. This year, we're Louisiana at McNeese State, Football League teams do
not as good physically or as Memphis State at Mississippi funny things to each other.
ready mentally and we don't State, East Carolina at North "On any given Sunday ..." is
have great talent in certain Carolina State, Western in full force. So Walsh,looking
spots.
Kentucky at Tennessee- for his first victory as an NFI.
"We knew the linebacking Chattanooga,
Appalachian head coach after coming oh,
would be good last year and State at Wake Forest, Ten- so close last Sunday, enters
Marty Lyons. was the best nessee Tech at Western this Sunday's game with
defensive tackle we've ever Carolina.
outright optimism.
had around here. We have"Later in the season is when
good kids and they have a fine
Also, Indiana State at the better teams generally are
attitude, but I don't know how Wichita State, East 'Texas at their strongest and win
they'll react without those State at Arkansas State, more than their share," says
guys from last year.
Lamar at Baylor, Rice at Walsh. "Every year in the
"It's a big question-mark Southern Methodist, Texas- NFL, you see upsets that stun
team. People who rank us Arlington at West Texas State, people. We're not going to take
No.1 or No.2 just aren't very Long Beach State at Boise :ourselves out of that
close to the situation. If all our State, Idaho at Fresno State, Category."
injured people get well, which Utah at Hawaii, Fullerton
Also on Sunday it's the New
don't think will happen, and State at Nevada-Las Vegas, York Jets at New England,St.
two or three young faces con e Pacific at Texas-El Paso and Louis at the New York Giants,
through, we could be a fine Arizona at Washington State.
Oakland at San Diego,
team by November. The
Houston's Bill Yeoman Houston at Pittsburgh, Cm.biggest thing we,bavit_goingpretly.Eritich.sumg
it up Wall_
_.
af Botfaio.. Minnesota_
for us is that we've been coaches going into the opening at Chicago, New Orleans vs.
winning.
game:
Green Bay at Milwaukee,
. The rest of the Saturday
"Mechanically, we're not Washington at Detroit, Tampa
night
schedule
finds doing things too badly right Bay at Baltimore, Cleveland
Pretbyterian at.The Citadel, now," he says. "At this point at Kansas City, and Seattle at
James Madison at East of the year, no one in the Miami
Atlanta
visits
Tennessee State, Virginia country is.
Philadelphia Monday night.
•

Rugged Openers

Nation's Top Two Ranked Football Teams Face Stern Tests
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
UCLA at night, California at the rest of the line is outAP Sports Writer
No.18 Arizona State at night standing. It pretty much tells
The nation's 1-2 college and Southern Mississippi at the story -when you realize
football punch heading into No.19 Florida State at night.
they were 12-1 last year and
the 1979 season is the same
Third-ranked
Oklahoma, have 15 starters back.
that ended 1978 ... with one No.4 Texas, No.5 Penn State, Undoubtedly they have to be
minor difference. Alabama No.8 Nebraska, No.9 Notre the top-ranked team in the
and Southern California Dame, No.11 Georgia, No.17 nation going into the season."
finished 1978 ranked No.) and Pitt and No.20 Arkansas kick
Dockery, of course, would
2 but this time the order reads off later in the month.
like to lull the Trojans into a
Southern Call and Alabama 2.
Although Southern Cal has state of overconfidence, but
Pow it will read after been touted in many quarters that isn't likely. Texas Tech
today's season openers is as a super team, Coach John had a 9-0 lead at halftime of
anybody's guess because both Robinson is trying hard to last year's opener before
clubs have rugged road tests downplay that kind of talk.
bowing 17-9 and Robinson
- Southern Cal at Texas Tech
"We try to talk realistically won't let his team forget that
under the lights and Alabama to the players and tell them struggle.
at Georgia Tech for a 4:50 the differences between talent
"Texas Tech will be one of
p.m., EDT, kickoff, courtesy and success," he says."We're the surprise teams in college
of ABC-TV.
not a powerhouse."
football this season,'' he says.
The rest of The Associated
For some reason, Tech's "At the end of the year I
Press Top Twenty schedule Rex Dockery doesn't buy that. wouldn't be sufprised if
shows Wisconsin at sixth"It is unly vable the they're ranked in the top 15.
ranked Purdue, Northwestern number of gr
.nletes USC I'd rather Play Joe's Butcher
at No.7 Michigan, Illinois at has," says DL.:kery. "They Shop. Part of me says, 'Let's
No.10 -Michigan State; -San _have players who don't get to play someone good,' bull alao
Diego State at No.12 Missouri, play much who would be want to get our team ready for
No.I3 Stanford at Tulane at starting on a lot of teams.
the season."
night, Brigham Young vs.
"Probably
the
most
It's a different situation for
No.14 Texas A&M at Rice awesome aspect of their team Bear Bryant at Alabama from
Stadium in Houston for a night is their offensive line. Brad a year ago,
game, Wyoming at No.15 Budde and Anthony Munoz are
"Last year, we had some
Washington, No.16 Houston at legitimate All-Americans and great football playes who

Walsh Is Happier In Sept.,
When NFL Season Is Young
O.J. Simpson, who sat out newcomer to start off sucthe 49ers' 28-22 loss to Min- cessfully last weekend was
nesota, will make his 1979 Tom Flores, the former
debut at running back - but Oakland quarterback and now
so will Dallas' Tony Dorsett. John Madden's successor with
The Cowboys won without him the Raiders. They upset Los
- barely - last Sunday when Angeles 24-17 on Stabler's
Rafael Septien kicked a 27- three touchdown passes.
yard field goal that bounced
Steve Bartkowski of Atlanta
over the crossbar with 1:16 to was the only other quarplay and turned back St. Louis terback to throw for three TDs
22-21.
- but he and Stabler were
The 49ers, 2-14 last season, overshadowed by Tommy
were beaten when Min- Kramer, Fran Tarkenton's
nesota's , Ahmad Rashad successor at Minnesota.
recovered a fumble in the end Kramer beat the 49ers with
zone for the decisive touch- four TD passes, all of them to
down, prompting howls by Rashad.
some 49ers that they'd been
beaten illegally by a play
similar to the one in which
Oakland's Dave Casper Women Basketball
recovered a Ken Stabler
fumble to beat San Diego. The Players Surprise
NFL passed a rule this year
limiting fumble recoveries by
By the Associated Press
the offense in certain
MEXICO CITY - The
situations.
United States, which had
"I just don't involve myself dominated swimming, won
in that," Walsh said of the only one of four finals hut
controversy. "As soon as I got salvaged some pride with a
a good night's sleep - and, surprisingly easy women's
believe it or not, it was that basketball rout of Cuba in the
night - I put all my thoughts 10th World University Games.
on Dallas."
The
U.S.
women's
Walsh isn't the tinly rookie basketball team, with Carol
NFL coach looking for
first Blazejowski scoring n points,
victory. Ron Erhardt, whose stunned the Cubans 105-74 and
New England Patriots were took a major step toward
beaten 16-13 by Pittsburgh last reaching the semifinals. But
Monday night, as is Ray in men's basketball, the
Perkins of the Giants, who lost United States was upset by
23-17 to Philadelphia. The only Yugoslavia,79-73.
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Living-Proof Bellevue Powders
Coy. Catholic; Cards Take Win
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By the Associated Press
Bellevue is living, breathing
proof that a small-school
classification
doesn't
necessarily mean a smalltulle football team.
Bellevue, ranked second in
Class A, blasted one of the big
guys Friday with a 33-7
decision over No, 4 Covington
Catholic of Class AAA. Jon
Sutkamp rushed for 220 yards
and scored three touchhdowns
as Bellevue won its third
straight game this season.
Catholic, 3-1, got 125 yards and
a touchdown from tailback

Mark Brueggeman.
Covington Catholic was one
of five ranked teams to taste
defeat. The biggest thud was
heard in Louisville, where
defending
Class
AAAA
champion St. Xavier was a 23victim of Louisville Iroquois.
St. Xavier, now 2-1, is ranked
second in Jefferson County
AAAA and Iroquois is third.
Harrison County, tied for
fifth in Class AAA,lost its first
.rne in four starts when
Danville took a 36-24 victory.
Clifford Dawson and Todd
McAnley each scored two

touchdowns for the winners,
and Dawson also added a field
goal and three extra points.
Second-ranked Heath of
Class AA was a 24-7 victim of
Clarksville, Tenn., Northwest
and Russell County upset No. 3
Campbellsville of Class A 23-7.
None of the top-ranked clubs
had any trouble remaining
unbeaten. Trinity of Jefferson
County butchered Westport 496,•Owensboro of State AAAA
bounced Evansville, Ind.,
North 35-13 in a Thursday
game, Franklin-Simpson of

Cash Error Dooms Montreal
And 10-Game Victory Streak;
Dodgers Edge Cincinnati 6-5
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos haven't
been making too many
mistakes lately, so it was
about time for one. And what a
beaut it was, too.
Playing peerless baseball in
a 10-game winning streak that
thrust them into the thick of
the National League East
race,the Expos literally threw
a game away Friday night
against the St. Louis Cardinals.
"It was a mental lapse for a
second," said second baseman
Dave Cash, whose blunder
cost the Expos the game.
Cash committed a cardinal
baseball sin by failing to cover
second base when Tony Scott
broke from first for the bag.
As a result, catcher Gary
Garter's throw sailed into
center field and Ted Simmons
sailed home from third with
the go-ahead run as the
Cardinals won 5-4 Friday
night.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
It was just one of those
things," sighed Cash. "It was
a mistake on my part and it
cost us."
Elsewhere in the NL,
Eastleading Pittsburgh beat
New York 6-4 in 14 innings;
San Francisco defeated
Houston 9-2; Los Angeles
edged Cincinnati 6-5; Chicago
nipped Philadelphia 4-3 and
San Diego blanked Atlanta 8-0.
Pirates 6, Mets 4 — Dave
Parker's single drove home
the tie-breaking run as Pittsburgh scored twice in the 14th
inning to beat New York.

Phil Garner was.walked by
Neil Allen, 4-9, to start the
inning and stole second base.
With two outs, third baseman
Richie Hebner's throwing
error on Tim Foli's grounder
moved Garner to third and put
Foli at first. Parker then
singled home the winning run
before Foli scored the second
run of the inning on a passed
ball by catcher Alex Trevino.
Giants 9, Expos 2 — Larry
Herndon knocked in three
runs with two singles and a
double to lead San Francisco
over Houston.
Houston got single runs in
the first and second innings,
but the Giants came back with
two in the third to tie the
score. San Francisco rallied in
the fourth inning, touching
loser Joaquin Andujar, 12-11,
and two other Astro pitchers
for five runs on four hits, including a two-run single by
Mike [vie.

Dennis Lamp, 11-8, was the
winner with the loss going to
reliever Tug McGraw,3-3.
Padres 8, Braves 0 — San
Diego breezed past Atlanta as
Gene Tenace and Dave
Winfield blasted home nos
and Eric Rasmussen hurlad a
sixhitter. ,Rasmussen, 4-8,
pitching only his third complete game in 16 starts,
walked none and struck out
three. Eddie Solomon, 6-11,
was the loser.

outscored
Class
AAA
Hopkinsville
26-15
and
Mayfield ran its winning
streak to 29 games in bombing
Todd Central 48-12. Richmond
Madison of Class A was idle.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 4 DeSales blanked
Southern 15-0 and No. 5 Butler
defeated Western 20-6.
—State AAAA: r-Secondranked Lexington TOtes Creek
crushed Greenup Cdiunty 38-0,
Gordon Lunceford ran for 150
yards and a touchdown as No.
3 Franklin County rolled by
Oldham County 27-6, No. 4
Henderson County decisioned
Daviess County 23713 and No.5
Bowling Green, with Mike
Nutter scoring three touchdowns, ripped Marshall
County 25-0.
—Class AAA: No. 2 Scott
County bounced Bourbon
County 36-6. No. 3 Woodford
County and Belfry, tied for
fifth with Harrison County,
were idle.
—Class AA: No. 3 Pikeville
got three scoring runs from
William Da wahare in a 41-7
shellacking of Prestonsburg,
No. 4 Fort Campbell mades its
first-ever AA outing a good
one with a 35-7 blitz of Murray
and No. 5 Somerset,slipped by
Lexington Henry Clay 20-11.
—Class A: No. 4 Paintsville
mauled hapless Mullins 71-6,
the 65-p&nt margin coming
within one of last year's 66-0
rout. No. 5 Elkhorn City was
idle.

Dodgers 6, Reds 5 — Gary
Thomasson's ninth-inning
sacrifice fly lifted Los Angeles
over Cincinnati. Robert
Castillo, 2-0, the fourth Dodger
pitcher, was the winner with
last-inning relief help in the
ninth from Ge•rald Hannahs,
who struck out the side to gain
his first save for Los Angeles.
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By the Associated Press
SUTTON, -Mass. — Win or
lose, Ben Crenshaw thinks he
has learned to accept things —
as one of the top money
winners on the PGA golf tour.
"The more I play the game
the more I can accept things,
detrimental as well as good
fortune," the 27-year-old
Texan said Friday after firing
a four-under-par 67 in the raindelayed opening round of the
$250,000 Pleasant Valley
Classic.
Runnerup in the British
Open and beaten in a threehole playoff by DAVID
Graham for the PGA championship this year, Crenshaw
is bidding for his first victory
since last January at Pleasant
Valley, where he made his pro
debut on a sponsor's exemption in 1973.

Sports At A Glance
Kentucky High School Football
By The Associated Press
Lone Oak 22 Crittenden Co 6
Thursday Game
Lou Ballard 7 Lou Seneca 0
Owensboro 35 Evansville Ind North 13
Lou Bishop David 15 Pleasure Ridge 14
Friday Games
Lou Butler 20 Lou Western 6
Bardstown 16 Garrard Co 6
Lou DeSales 15 Lou Southern 0
Barren Co 20 Elizabethtown 19
Lou Doss 26 Lou Fairdale 0
Bath Co 18 Maysville 0
Lou Durrett 36 Lou Stuart 7
Beechwood 21 Paris0
Lou Eastern 57 Lou Central 0
Bell Co 28 Lone Jack 0
Lou Fern Creek 19 Lou Atherton 7
Bellevue 33 Covington Cath
Lou Iroquois 23 Lou St Xavier 0
Beth Haven 20 Hammond Ind Baptist 6
Lou Manual 14 Jeffersontovm 0
Bowling Green 25 Marshall Co 0
Lou Moore 42 Male 21
Boyle Co 6 Anderson Co 0
Lou Thos Jefferson 34 Lou Waggener 8
Breathitt Co 28 Lewis Co 26
Lou Trinity 49 Lou Westport 6
Bullitt Central 32 Nelson Co 6
Lou Valley 37 Lou Shawnee 6
Campbell Co 21 Dixie Hts 12
McLean Co 7 CALL,OWAY CO 4
Carroll Co 36 Henry Co6
Macon Co Term 3 Allen Co 0
Caverna 20 Adair Co 8
Marion Co 7 N Bullitt 6
Clark Co 7 Madison Central 0
Mayfheld 48 Todd Central 12
Clarksville Tenn NW 24 Heath 7
Meade Co 8 Taylor Co 7
Conner 21 Ludlow 19
Mercer Co 34 Casey Co 0
Corbm 34 Whitley Co 0
Middlesboro 9 Pineville 8
Danville 36 Harrison Co 24
Montgomery Co 28 Rowan Co 6
Dayton 12 Covihgton Scott6
Morgan Co 8 MC Napier 6
E Carter 26W Carter 14
N Hardin 40E Hardin 0
&Monson Co 14 Warren East 6
Newport 14 Erlanger Lloyd 0
Eminence 6 Ky Country Day 0
Nicholas Co 37 Fairview 8
Estill Co 26 Berea 0
Oboro Apollo 14 Breckiruldge Cot
Fleming Co 47 Mason Co 6
OWeivboro Cath 28 Madisonville 6
Fleming-Neon 42 Lynch 14
Pamtsville 71 Mullins 6
Franklin Co 27 Oldham Co 6
Pikeville 41 Prestonsburg 7
Franklin-Simpson 28 Hopkinsville 15
Portland Tenn 14 Russellville 7
Ft Campbell 35 MURRAY 7
Raceland 26 Lawrence Co 0
Ft Thos Highlands 15 Newport Cath 8
Rockcastle Co 25 Clay C,o8
Fulton City 15 Greenfield Tem
Russell 27 Johnson Central 0
Glasgow 25 Butler Co 0
Russell Co 23 Campbellsville 7
Grayson Co 37W Hardin 0
S Fulton Tem 34 Ballard Mem 9
Green Co 41 Metcalfe Co 0
Scott Co 36 Bourbon Co 6
Hancock Co 28 Perry Central Ind 7
Shelby Co 14 Lex Lafayette 13
'Harlan 32 Evarts0
Simon Kenton 7 Coy Holmes 6
Harrodsburg 28 Frank!ort 22
Somerset 20 Lea Henry Clay 14
Hart Co 18 Clinton Co 7
Tompkinsville 40 Gamaliel 0
Hazard 18 Cawood 12
Union Co 36 Reidland 0
Henderson Co 5Daviess Co 13
Virgie 14 Phelps 12
Ironton Ohio 6 Ashland 0
Warren Central D Christian Co 10
Knox Central 16 Jessamine Co 12
Washington C,o 7 Ft Knox 6
LaRue Co 42 Ohio Co 7
Webster Co 9 Trigg Co
Leslie Co 41 Lynn Camp 0
Whitesburg 27 Jenkins 0
Lea Tales Creek 38 Greenup Co 0
Williamsburg 14 Cumberland 12
Lincoln Co 21 Laurel Co 8

How The Top Teams Fared

Cubs 4, Phillies 3 — Barry
Foote's tie-breaking double in
the ninth inning scored pinchrunner Miguel Dilone as
Chicago
defeated
Philadelphia and snapped a
sevengame losing streak.
With one out in the ninth,
Jerry Martin singled and
Dilone, running for Martin,
scored from first-on Foote's
second double of the game.

Crenshaw Determined
To Win Big On Tour

While Greg Braboy sprinted for the end zone, Fort Campbell teammate
Steve Cornell (89) prepared to block against Murray High's Nick Hibbard (24)and Nick Swift.

Calloway County's Bill Berberich (17) chased down McLean
County runner Randy Ling yesterday in the Lakers'7-0 loss

LOUISVII.LE, Ky: , AP ) — Here's how
the teams ranked in The Associated
Press high school football polls fared
this weekend:
Jefferson Co AAAA
1.Trinity 13-0) def Westport 19-6.
2.St. Xavier (2-1 )lost to Iroquois 23-0.
3.Iroquois 13-01 def. St. Xavier 23-0
4.DeSales(3-0) del, Southern 15-0.
5.Butler (3-0 ) del. Western 20-6.
State AAAA
1.0wensboro 14-0, def. Evansville,
Ind., North 35-13.
2.Lex Tates Creek (3-0) def Greenup
Co 38-0.
3.Franklin Co (4-0) def. Oldham Co 27
,
6.
4.Henderson Co (3-0) def. Daviess Co
23-13.
5.Bowling Green 3-0) def Marshall
Co 25-0.
Class AAA
1.Franklin-Simpson
(3-0)
def.
Hopkinsville 5-15.

2.Scott Co (3-0) def. Bourbon Co 36-6.
3.Woodford Co(2-I) did not play.
4.Covington Cath (3-1 lost to Bellevue
-5.1 tie)Belfry ( 2-0) did not play.
Harrison Co i 3-1) lost to Danville 36-24.
Class AA
1.Mayfield I 4-0 I def. Todd Central 4812.
2.Heath (2-1 ) lost to Clarksville Tenn
NW 24-7.
3.Pi1tevigi (3-0) def. Prestonsburg 414.Ft C,ampbell 2-01 def. Murray 35-7.
5.Somerset (2-1 ) def Lea Henry Clay
20-14.
Class A
1.Richmond Madison (2-01 did not
play.
2.Bellevue (3-0) def Covington Cath
33-7.
3.CampbelLsville (3-11 lost to Russell
Co 23-7.
4.Paintsvtlle 2-1 def. Mullins 71-6.
5 Elkhorn City (3-0)did not play

For Ford, Sept. Is Happy Month

"This has been a tough
summer for me," Crenshaw
said after a fine round which
By FRANK BROWN
left him one stroke off the lead
AP Sports Writer
shared by veteran Terry Diehl
In the past, September's
and two virtual unknowns, Ed share
of the calendar meant
Sabo and David Thore.
something else to Dan For,
"I've played well this meant
a last chance to
summer, but it seems the
batting statistics before
somebody else has had a heading
home to another
hotter hand," Crenshaw hollow
winter.
added. "However, I know my
September meant that to
game.
Dan Ford the four seasons he
was with the Minnesota
DENVER -, Sally Little Twins;
seasons when first
rattled off eight birdies and place
was owned by some
carded a 6-under-par 66 to other
team. Such is the case
take a three-stroke lead after this
year: the California
the first round of a $100,000
Angels lead the American
',PGA tournament.
League's West Division by
Amy Alcott and Cindy Hill ffiree
games.
followed Little by recording 3But this year Dan Ford
under-par 69s on the 6,401- plays
for the Angels, and this
yard, pat-72 Green Gables year
September
means
Country Chib course.
something new — something
refreshing and exciting.
"We're in first place and
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION BY COMPUTER
trying to win a division. I
YOUR PERSONALIZED COMPUTER EVALUATION
consider it a pennant drive,"
said Ford.
OF NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES
IS
AVAILABLE
NOW,
Richard Broeringmeyer,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Ph.D. in Nutrition has just
installed the latest in com"I've always played well the
puters for this work. Dr.
•
last month of the season," he
Broeringmeyer is a consulsaid Friday night after driving
tant and teaches nutrition
in three runs to bark Nolan
to Nutritionally Oriented
four-bitter 'anti helpPhysicians in- all major
areas across the United States, Dr. Broeringmeyer is
the Angels to a 6-3 triumph
over the Milwaukee Brewers.
the author of: "The Problem Solver Nutritionally
"In Minnesota, they conSpeaking," "Nutrition-The Tree of Life," "The Nutritional Answer" and other professional publications.
sidered it a salary drive
FOR • YOUR PERSONAL CONSULTATION AND
because of the contract
EVALUATION PHONE 753-2962 for an appointment.
hassles, but here, that isn't on
my mind."

-He looked better in the Yankees 6-0, the Texas
ninth than he did all day," said Rangers trimmed the MinAngels Manager Jim Fregosi. nesota Twins 5-4, the Oakland
who along with Dan Ford and A's nipped the Chicago White
Nolan Ryan may be able to Sox 4-3 in 10 innings and the
enjoy September for a change. Kansas City Royals topped the
In the other AL games, the Seattle Mariners 6-2.
Baltimore Orioles edged the
Boston Red Sox 2-1, the
Orioles 2, Red Sox I — Home
Cleveland Indians rallied to a runs by Eddie Murray and
9-8 triumph over the Toronto Gary Roenicke, the latter
Blue Jays, the Detroit Tigers breaking a tie in the seventh
blanked the New York inning, carried Baltimore past

Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
Baltimore
92 46
.667 —
Milwaukee
83 58
.589 104s
Boston
79 58
577 124
:
New York
76 62
551 16
Detroit
75 67
528 19
Cleveland
72 69
.511 21,1
Toronto
44 96
.314 49
WEST
California
78 64
.549 —
Kansas City.
74 66
.529 3
Minnesota
72 67
.518
VI
Texas
69 72
.489
114
'Chicago
60 80
429 17
Seattle
59 83
.415 19
Oakland
48 93
.340 29.1
Friday's Games
Baltimore 2, Boston 1
Cleveland 9, Toronto 8
Detroit 6, New York 0
Texas 5, Minnesota 4
California 6, Milwaukee 3
Oakland 4, Chicago 3, 10 innings
Kansas City 6, Seattle 2
Saturday's Games
Baltimore McGregor 11-Il at Boston
( Torrez 14-101
Chicago (Baumgarten 124) at Oakland
(McCatty 99(
Toronto (Steib 6-5) at Cleveland (Wise
14-7), n
New York (Guidry 15-71 at Detroit
(Morris 134), n
Texas Medich 7-6) at Minnesota ( Koosman 18-11). n
Milwaukee (Sorensen l4-13i at California Barr s-n), n
Kansas City (Leonard Il-Si at Senttle
Bannister 7-14), n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pct. GB
L
Pittsburgh
84 56
.600
Montreal
79 55
2
.590
76 62
7
.551
St. Louis
Chicago
.522 11
72 66
Philadelphia
70- 70
.500 14
.391 29
New York
54 84
WEST
567
Houston
80 61
80 62
.563
Cincinnati
is
IPS Angeles
475 13
67 74
.437 18's
62 80
San Francisco
59 83
415 214
San Diego
55 85
393 24'1
Atlanta
Friday's Games
Chicago 4. Philadelphia 3
8.
Diego
Atlanta 0
San

Los Angeles 6, Cincinnati 5
Pittsburgh 6, New York 4, 14 innings
San Francisco 9, Houston 2
St.Louis 5, Montreal 4
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh 1131yleven 11-51 at New York
Kobel 6-8)
Philadelphia (Carlton 14-10 at Chicago
1Caudill 04)
Los Angeles iResins 542) at Cincinnati
)Elonharn 7-5
San Diego (Shirley 6-141 at Atlanta
(Matula 741,0
Montreal &Lee 14-101 at St. Louis
Fulgham 74), n
San Francisco (Whitson 64j at Houston
(J Niekro
n

NFL
American Conference
East
W L T Pet. PS'
Miami
1 0 0 1 000 9
New England
0 1 0 000 13
N.Y. Jets
0 1 0 000 72
Baltimore
0 1 0
WO 0
Buffalo
0 1 0 .000 7
Central
Houston
1 0 0 1 000 29
Cleveland
1 0 0 1.00) 25
Pittsburgh
1 0 0 1.000 16
Cincinnati
0 1 0 000 0
West
Kansas City
1 0 0 1.000 14
Oakland
1 0 0 1 000 24
San Diego
1 0 0 1.000 33
Denver
1
1 0 500 19
Seattle
0 1 0
000 16
National Conference
East
Dallas
1 0 0 1_000 22
Philadelphia
1 0 0 1.000 23
St. LOULS
0
1
0
_000 21
Washington
0 1 0
000 27
N.Y. Giants
0 1 0 000 17
Central
Chicago
1 0 0 1.000 6
Minnesota
I 0 0 1.000 28
Tampa Bay
1 0 0 1.000 31
Green Bay
0 1 0 .000 3
Detroit
0 1 0 000 16
West
Atlanta
1 0 0 1.000 40
Los Angeles
1 1 0
500 30
New Orleans
0 1 0 000 34
San Francisco 0 1 0 _000 22
Thursday's Game
Los Angeles 13. Denver 9

REVERS
TH
SEASONS
v(IN„

Boston for the Orioles' fifth
consecutive victory.

Rangers 5, Twins 4 — Jim
Sundberg's
eighth-inning
single drove in Willie Montanez with the tie-breaking
run and Bump Wills' ninthinning
single delivered
Mickey Rivers with the gamewinner as Texas tripped
Minnesota.

,
016,
4
*71,

Get an electric heat pump.
When the season is hot, it cools.
When the season is cold, it
warms. And the heat pump does
it very economically.

1,..„6,

ma*
Mike Shipwash ran down McLean County quarterback Mike Dickerson in the second
quarter of last night's game. Calloway County dropped a 7-0 decision'9) three overtimes.

West K.Rural Electric_
ooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

PA
7
16
25
14
9
27
22
13
10
0
17
16
13
13

21

17
73
5
2.7
7
22
16
6
31
34
33
40
28
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Gang Catches
Sauger At Night
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TVA and the Kentucky Archers Association held an archery tournament Sunday,September 2, in the LBL The winners were left to right back row: mens free style unlimited, Pro Sherman Bailey first place. AA class, Mark Rounds firRanst place. A class, Ralph Thomas first place, Guest class, Ronnie Fox first place, tied for second place Guest class,
womens free
dy Hooper and Paul Myhill: second row, mens free style limited, C class, Freddy Haney first place;
style unlimited, AA class, Charolette Campbell first place. A class, Martha Thomas first place; mens bowhunter free
free
style unlimited, A class, Albert Marshall first place, Guest class, Jimmy Thurman first place; mens bowhunter
McAlister
first
place.
Charles
class,
place,
C
first
style limited. A class, Larry Davis First place, B class, Johnny Gibson
Guest class, Ronnie Dexter first place; front row, mens bovvhunter. Guest class, Leon Cothron first place, A class,
(not pictured) Bob Fralick first place: Youth, Tammy Rounds first place; Cub free style, Joey Skies first place; bearbow,Ben Hunter first place.
ftt.'f
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Charolette Campbell, left, wife of Skip Campbell
president of the Kentucky Archers Association, and Susan
Nichols, both of Glasgow, prepare to cross a small bridge
as they make their way to another target.

Paul Myhill, left, a member of the jenny Ridge Bowhonters Society, Murray, concentrates on his target as Junior
Holland, McEwen, Tenn., acts as spotter to let him know
how well he did.

Archery
Tournament
The TVA sponsors an annual
field archery tournament with
the
Kentucky
Archers
Association hosting the event,
according to Skip Campbell,
president of the Kentucky
Archers Association. Campbell said the participation was
a little better this year with
around 41 entrants in the
tournament. There were some
'participants from as far away
as 175 miles.
This type of archery tournament is a field archery
tournament with the course
consisting of 14 targets along a
trail through the woods arid
small openings closely
simulating actual hunting
conditions. The targets ran4ged
from 20 feet to 80 yards. Each
archer must shoot four arrows
at each target, and he must
shoot, the course twice for a
total of 28 targets.
As with any sport, if you
enjoy it, expense is secondary
to the pleasure derived.
Bud Raspberry, left, a member of the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society, Hazel, According to Campbell the
prepares to shoot at one of the many targets as Larry Goad, Lafayette, Tenn., prepares bows alone, used by most of
the archers in this tourto shoot next. Randy Hooper, Mawen,Tenn., waits in line to take his turn.
nament,average between $200
and $300 each, with complete
equipment ranging to well
over $500.

Photos By Mary Barrow

Outdoor activity is conducive to forming partnerships. It's fun to have
friends to build tradition and
memories. Partners also
come in handy when it comes
to paying gas expenses or
shelling out for duck blinds,
boats, etc.
But you'd have to look a long
tune to find a partnership like
the Leitchfield Five, a
notorious gang of fishermen
which sweeps into the lakes
area each August and strips it
of part of its wealth.
They're real pros, the
intern quick and get out type
eney've been at the same
game for 15 years, and they've
honed their art down to a
science.
Their art? It's sauger'
fishing. The Leitchfield Five
comes down for two weeks a
year, camps around Kentucky
Dam, and raids thettailwater
at night for big sauger. Few
are the times they go back to
bed without a limit.
"We're here two weeks a
year," said Ray Haycraft. The
time was 11 p.m.; the place, a
boat rocking on the water near
the river entrnace to the
Kentucky Dam lock. Bright
I,P gas lights illuminated the
area while Haycraft and his
cohorts worked their magic.
-We fish at night 'cause it's
too hot in the day. And we can
use the lights to draw the
baitfish," Haycraft said.
The men were tending two
types of rigs. One, light poles
and lines with half a dozen tiny
jigs spaced a.foot apart, was
for catching small river
herring drawn to the glare of
the lights. The other rights
made up the business end of
the process- baitcasting rods
and reels used to fish the
minnows on bottom (15 feet
down)for the sauger.
"Been slow tonight,"
Haycraft said. "We've caught
a lot of perch I prounounced
peer-ch( but not many sauger.
They're not running any
power. Sauger bite better
when there's some current or
when a barge is entering the
lock canal." While Haycraft
talked the other members of
the Five concentrated on their
fishing duties. They are W.D.
Higdon,a dentist; Paul Miller,
who sells insurance; Charles
-Sonny" Watkins, an unA.
H.
and
dertaker;
Thomason, who has said
goodbye to work and does
pretty well what he pleases.
The Five have their game
honed down. The lights are
mounted on wooden rails, and
they can be adjusted to point
the water. They're
to
in construction
the type u
work.) They run of a single 20
"

'N.."

The Leitchfield Five are at it again, working their magic on sauger below Kentucky
Dam. The men have fished'there at night for 15 years.
pound liquid propane cylindtr,
and one refill is worth a
week's fishing.
"There he is! It's a perch. I
can tell the way he's pulling;"
said Mr. Thomason. His rod
tip jerked and the line ran,and
the angler hauled up a fourpounder.
"Boy, that's a nice 'un!"
somebody chided. "Hold him
up and let the man take a
picture!" Thomason obliged.
Over the years the fishermen have designed a rig
which they feel is the best for
sauger. They twist a 40 niche
piece of stovepipe wire into a
contraption that looks like an
oversized crappie rig with one
wire drop. The drop, to which
a 1 ought, six inch snelled
Eagle Claw hook is attached,
stands out from the main wire
some 12 inches. At the end of
the main line-wire is a heavy
bell-barrel sinker combination
with a total weight of approximately two ounces. The
heavy weight keeps the rig
vertical and bumping bottom
when the current is high.
"The fish come in spurts,"
Mr. Haycraft said. -Things
will be slow, and then they'll
pick up when the fish start
feeding. This sort of fishing is
good from the middle of
August right on up till it gets
so cold you can't stand being
on the water."
About that time Dr. Higdon
set the hook on a fish, and he
pulled up a sauger in the
pound-and-a-half range.
-Sunday night something
jerked the rod out of Miller's
hand," Mr. Haycraft said.
"Then Wednesday night
Higdon was fishing and he
hooked that rod and pulled it
out. Boy, there was some
argument about who was

*s.

•
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Kenlake Marina

The first meeting of the
Kentucky Waterfowl Alliance
is set for Sept. 13 at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park, and
the event should be enjoyable
and informative for those
duck and goose hunters who
attend. Gubernatorial candidates Louie Nunn and John
Y. Brown have been invited to
address the group on their
stances on fish and wildlife.
Also Mike McLemore, world
champion duck caller, will be
on hand to give calling
demonstrations. A host of
valuable door prizes will be
given away, and a lucky raffle
winner will go home with a
3-inch
870
Remington
magnum.
The reason for the meeting
is for official organization of
the Kentucky Waterfowl
Alliance. A group of concerned hunters was drawn
together recently on the
premise that citizen participation would be beneficial
•
▪•
•
•

\

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

•
U
•

Thornton
Body
shop

4

4

Complete line of,Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext 171

to the state's waterfowling
resource. They decided to
form the Alliance and open its
membership to the public.
Goals
include
habitat
enhancement and preservation, a state duck stamp to
provide funds for a more
active waterfowl program,
input into decisions affecting
waterfowl hunting, and
others.
"Our membership's still
growing, and before hunting
season we hope to have 1,0001,500 members,- said Steve
Fugate, Alliance spokesman.
Fugate said memberships are
$10 a year.
"We're hoping to see 500
hunters at the rally Sept. 13,"
Fugate continued. "It's going
to be a good time,and we don't
feel like $10 is too much to ask
a hunter to help preserve the
sport."

'going to keep it!" he laughed.
The p.m. hours were rapidly
heading to a.m., and I decided
to head in.
"Better stick around,"
somebody called. "They
might get turned on any
time." But I gave apologies
and turned for the bank with
visions of a soft mattress.
But later I had to find how
the fishermen had fared I
waited a week, then called Dr.
Higdon
back home in
Grayson.
"They started hittin', and
we caught a bunch before we
went in. We didn't get a limit,
but we had in the high 20's.
Some of 'em were three
pounders."
The Leitchfield Five had
struck again!

24 Hour Wrecker Service
9
0
0
0
9
4
1
9

2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404

AMC,Jeep

,
'
s
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Big Mac's Discount

•
•

Where "Service Is Our Business

Anything Less Is Just A Car

Trucks-Trailers-Buies,Inc.

MI*

%%%%%%%%%%%%

641 Super Shell

Scout 4x4

Sporting
Goods
Hwy.641 North
753-6448
ic==4ic==are==a41=n1k===:X

•
•
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"We Appreciate Your Business"
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641' South
753-1372

4.Aesia

Hw.641 South
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4451
753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Any Movie's

Fishing tine
Some day the weather will
be perfect and the fish won't
bite! Boy, it's hot out on that
lake. The haze makes your
eyes water and the flies bite.
Spray a repellant of some
kind on your skin and it burns
like fire because the pores are
wide open from the heat. This
doesn't sound like much of a
start for a fishing column does
It?
Well, if you have been
hunting squirrels or doves you
have had to pick a few tricks
from your body and your skin
itches from the ragweed and
mosquito bites.
What does it mean except
that an outdoorsman has a
pretty rough time in September no matter what he or
she does. We are blessed with
a tremendous recreational
area but not very many local
residents stray far from that
air conditioner until it
becomes cooler.
I know many folks hang up
their fishing tackle after the
hunting season starts, but they
sure miss some fine fishing. It
was super hot and humid
Thursday and breathing was
difficult just sitting still. Now

wling
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en its
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bitat
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more
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and
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add a hungry school of 2 pound early and late but they are on
striped bass on the surface the small side of being short. I
and three excited fishermen think most of our problems
that sound like they all had a right now has to do with the
fatal lung disease. The result constantly falling water level.
is a mixture of muttered
Crappie and bluegill are still
oaths, disbelief in witnessing hitting but no one is really
such a sight and sighs of relief taking a large amount. Paul
when the fish quit biting. Lyles said he and Frank
That's the way it was and I Parker had been doing pretty
remember saying that I would good on Barkley Lake but they
like to do it again!
had to work for them.
Sauger fishing is a little slow
The waters remain warm
right now but should improve but clear so mix a little fishing
as the water level becomes in with your other activities
more stable.
and be,
Black bass are feeding very
HAPPY FISHING

National Bowhunter
Rendezvous To Be At
Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND,KY — The
second annual National
Bowhunter Rendezvous
sponsored by TVA and the
Bowhunting and Conservation
Division of the National Field
Archery Association will be
October 6-13 in Land Between
The Lakes(LBL).
Saturday, October 6, will be
registration. and orientation
for the rendezvous at Rushing
Creek Campground in the
southern portion of the 170,000acre public demonstration
area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Other program activities

still
inting
1,000Steve
man.
is are
)S

will
education
include
workshops on bowhunting
techniques and principles,
manufacturers' displays, a
turkey and novelty shoot, a
special wildlife program, and
various other activities.
Preregistration for the
event is $15 if received before
September 24, and $20 after
that date. All checks should be
made payable to the National
Bowhunter Rendezvous.
For additional information
contact National Bowhunter
Rendezvous, TVA-Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
42231,
Pond, Kentucky
telephone 502-924-5602, extension 241.

Hard Times Sheet
To Re Held
September, 8

e 500
. 13,"
going
don't
lo ask
the

Ridge
The
Jenny
Bow hunters Society will hold a
Hard Times shoot in the new
Murray-Calloway Park,
Saturday, September 8. The
shoot will begin at nine a.m.
and the last round will begin
no later than 4 p.m. The shoot
will be held under hunting
conditions. The public is invited to attend and participate, everyone is welcome.

Make Use Of
Squirrel Tails
Sheldons', Inc., makers of Mepps spinners. The best tails
Mepps French spinners, needs are those from squirrels shot
your tails. Gray, black and fox after October 1. Earlier tails
squirrel tails become hook are usually not prime and not
dressing on Mepps, the worth anything. Good quality
world's largest selling fishing gray squirrel tails bring 8
vents each, and good quality
lures.
Sheldon's doesn't recom- fox and black squirrel tails, 10
mend hunting squirrels just cents each. Premium quality
for the tails. Squirrel hunters tails are worth 3 cents more.
go out for food and sport. No Postage is refunded on 50 or
part of these fine game more tails; higher prices for
animals should be wasted. quantities.
Hunters can also exchange
Even the tails can be
tails
for Mepps spinners at the
to
recycled; send them
rate of 20 cents for each good
Mepps.
Shawn,left and Shannon Gardner,sons of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Gardner, Murray, proudly
It's easy to recycle tails. Cut quality squirrel tail. Just let
show off some of the doves they helped their dad bag Saturday, September 1.
tail off with bone in (do not the people at Mepps know
the
Barrow
Photo by Mary
split tail), salt butt end what you want. List lures and
generously, lay flat in freezer prices from the latest Mepps
or a dry place free from flies Fishing Guide. This is a good
until a quantity is collected way for clubs and outdoor
organizations to acquire topand ship to Mepps.
Complete information on the quality lures for door prizes or
proper care, handling and distribution on fishing trips.
"Over 30 million squirrels
shipment of tails is available
by writing directly to Mepps, are bagged nationwide every
Box 779, Antigo, Wisconsin year. Recycling tails lets
54409. Tails can also be sent to hunters sell a.by-product and
practice good conservation at
in tailwaters this address.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — clear to murky,falling slowly, around treetops,
the same time," T. Layton
aat
staable
ready
a
clear,
find
Mepps
good,
Hunters
trout
80.
one
and
above
pool
foot
Despite an overall slow to fair
market for tails. The tails Shepherd, the "Mepps Man,"
Green — Black bass good on pool and 82.
fishing picture, there are signs
hook dressing on advises. Good hunting!
become
at
early
late
and
baits
spinner
of improvement on the state's
Cave Run — Musky slow
heads of creeks, white bass casting deep runners in
15 major lakes. The rundown:
Cumberland — Crappie slow on spoons below jumps, timbered coves and inlets and
good but small over sub- clear to murky, stable at pool bays and or creek channels,
merged cover in coves, white and 79.
black bass'slow early and late
Herrington — Black bass on spinner baits and crank
bass and crappie fair trolling
deep runners with spinner fair on surface lures and buzz baits off rocky banks and over
trailers off points and deep baits early and late and on submerged cover, clear,
banks near large bays, black artificial nightcrawlers at stable at pool and 80.
bass fair on lower lake still night off rocky banks, crappie
Laurel — Trout slow still
fishing crawfish and slow on fair at night still fishing fishing nightcrawlers off deep
spinner baits and artificial minnows and jigs off rocky banks at night, bluegill slow in
nightcrawlers off points, banks and over submerged shallows, clear, stable at pool
Walleye slow trolling deep cover, clear, falling slowly, 15 and 80.
runners of deep banks, in feet below pool and 86.
Nolin — Crappie slow over
tailwaters trout fair, clear.
Kentucky — Sauger fair
falling slowly, 13 feet below trolling deep runners and submerged cover, black bass
timberline and 82.
drifting minnows over ridges, slow on spinner baits and
Dale Hollow — Crappie good crappie fair over dropoffs and artificial nightcrawlers at
still fishing minnows and around brush, in tailwaters night off points, clear, stable
casting deep-running crank catfish and sauger fair to _ at pool and 81.
Buckhorn — Bluegill slow
baits off deep banks, white good, clear, stable, three feet
off shallow brushy banks,
bass good at night off rocky below pool and 79.
crappie slow over submerged
banks, clear, stable, one foot
Barkley — Crappie slow to
cover, clear to murky to
above summer pool and 79.
in
dropoffs,
fair over
Barren — Crappie good on tailwaters catfish fair, white muddy, staable, six inches
lower lake over submerged bass slow, clear to murky, below pool and 80.
Rough River — Crappie
cover, white bass fair to good sstrable, 2.5 feet below pool
slow over submerged cover,
on upper lake trolling medium and 81.
bluegill slow off shallow
deep runners over flats and on
Fishtrap — Bluegill fair off
Dean Shoemaker, eight year old son of Peggy and
spinners and spoons in jumps, steep banks, crappie slow over banks, clear to murky,falling,
Harold Shoemaker, Murray, took his limit of 12 doves
black bass slow on spinner submerged cover and around 1.5 feet below pool and 81.
Saturday, September 1. Dean was using a 12 gauge
Dewey — Crappie slow over
baits over dropoffs on upper stickups, clear to murky to
around
and
cover
submerged
shotgun and was hunting with his dad, Harold, and grandlake and on spinner baits and
muddy,stable at pool and 79.
to murky to
clear
stickups,
dad, George Wilson.
artificial nightcrawlers off
Grayson — Crappie fair
deep points on lower lake, over submerged cover and muddy,stable at pool and431.

Fishing Report
Lake Rundown
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RE$TAURANT
Brad Belsford, Murray, shows off seven trout he caught
while in North Carolina, August 16. Brad was using a fly
rod and artificial flies.
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900 Sycamore
753-5142

DON McCUIRE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn r,ght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 rnAlcs post Bonner s Grocery T•Ike
blacktop Into PonoramoPand follow blacktop to your reght

Telephone 502-436-5483

7'53-4111

Les

WILL1

A

ID HMS
Jews

Custom Stock Work,
Refinishing,

114111
0
SPORTING GOODS

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Bluing,

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

and

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Scope & Sight Instetion

Open"Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

2 Miles East of Murray
1
4/
On Hwy. 280 (Pottertown Rd.)
436-2505

WATSON'S

Storey's

Food Gait
131

Murray, Kentucky

Holiday Travel,Inc
am
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

CUNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS)

•

•

South 12th Street

...&f-

Open -7 -Ddys A Week.

8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
•
Hwy.641 So.
Phone33-8322

Fish Market
_

.1.
15
1308
(We Speciahre in Kentucky Lake Collish)

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
,410 N. 4th

7:00-1100 Si. Ars Thvrs
7:001:00 Fri. t Sat

1 NiRREPER OUTBOARDS

0

Sportsmen:

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 1'Motor
203 E. Main

Venture

759-1972

9
InegUdiam.4

9

0
9
6

4

KING OF VALUES 1

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

•
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Horne Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
3-4. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Pubic Sal•
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate,
44. lots For Sole
45. Farms For Sole
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
.52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

WANT AD
C1 A SSIF1CA TtONS
Listed here is a r•ady
ref•rence that Will quickly
locate th•
help
you
;ossification you ore look
.09 for.
1. Legal Notice
2 Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4 . In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wonted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
72, insuranc•
13. For Sole or Trade
14. Wont To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
/6. Home Furnishings
7. Vacuum Cleaners
?II Sewing Machines
19. Form Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26 TV -Radio

PUBLIC NOTICE
Calloway Fiscal Court will hold a public meeting
on Sept. 17th, 1979 at 4:00 p.m. in Calloway Co.
Judge's office.
This meeting will consider the Community
Development Block Grant Program and it's potential impact to Calloway County.
Specific topics of discussion will be:
1. The definition of Community Development;
2. The application procedure; 3. The identification of Community Development
needs;
4. The formulation of a community development
proposal;
Based upon the consensus of opinion of those
citizens in attendance, a proposal will be submitted
to the fiscal court of Calloway County, Kentucky for
the preparation of a preapplication under the Small
Cities Program administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. All
citizens and representatives of interested public
'groups are invited to attend and participate.
Robert 0. Miller
Judge-Exec.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
' Conflagration
5 Prude
9 Obscure
'2 Arrow
•
Poison
13 Nerve network
'4 Native metal
15 Latin con-Junction
1 5 Jump
'S Small rug
20 Interjection
Tints
T4 Bird's home
27 Asian sea
29 Surfeit
31 J.Elishopric
32 Rockfish: PI
34 Domesticate
36 Continent
Abbr.
37 Clever
39 Fastens
41 Baronet
(abbr.)
42 Sunrise
44 Bind again
45 Conducted
47 Vegetable
49 Batters
50 Paradise
52 Shore bird
54 Pronoun
55 Dawn
goddess
57 Foray
59 Compass pt
61 Energy
63 Unlock
65 Pilaster
57 Worm
68 Arrow
69 Break
DOWN
1 For shame!

2 Concerned
3 Note of
scale
4 Lamprey5 Supplicates
6 Iterate
7 Pronoun
8 Precious
stone
9 Adores
10 Negative
prefix
11 Pronoun
17 Man's nickname
19 Article
21 Rave
29 Night sight
.25 Feelings
26 Plagues
27 Fit for plowing
28 Praise
30 Arab chief
33 Pierce
35 Without end

7
2
12

Answer to Friday's Puzzle,

VAT
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Starks Hardware 1

• EI
YETEMPERS

12th & Poplar

38 Pitcher
40 Greenland
settlement
43 Closer
46 Judges
48 N.Y. Yankees pitcher
51 Negative
53 Chinese

AD

t

interestesa in the
uPikCep at the -G161 . Salem
Cemetery who have riot contributed, we noutG apa,ec!ate
your support Pease mu,. your
iack Doa. Rt
cortribution
8 fA ufray or lack Dodd c a
Fith Block Co Murray

Persons

56 Tiirf
58 Bespatter
60- Dine
61 Odin's
brother
62 Exists
64 State' Abbr
66 Greek letter
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Hill
ill
46

for a cottage
A good neighbor
consisting of a vice
mobile home with a built on addition of extra bedroom end den
with lelorbe windows Overlookmg
the Watt( in a large nice cool
shaded lot 801200. leis era*
for a nice threllint Tbe_lot alone is
worth the price of the entire place,
selling tor S17,500 Central air
conditioning, electric heat, ideal lot
weekends, vacations or Pefaiwitof
Irving Good rental income. protected sheltered canal tor your boat.
Phone 436-5483
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Copy and Restoration
111

CARTER STUDIO

id id WI lir
MIuaME

a

WANTED
type drelitip

IWI

all

753-8298

a

TELL .14E 5NE7HIN6..
WHAT DO ‘f01) DO WITH A
BEAN 946 IF ‘eou LIE IN
IT ALL DA8', AND qOU
STILL FEEL CRARY?

60 Att4A,,
AND LEAVE
ME ALONE!

•

6

40

ill
all

ill

Hill

III28
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,

105 N. 3rd
753-1502

Quality
SIGNS
Since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

al
la

CARRA WAY
FURNITURE

NOTICE
measure

ir 7 ii

1114

Buy now with us
and save'

FREE PARKING'

E_ R 0
fS
o Aj

io PIE
ei tlo

SEPTEMBER RED
TAG SALE

753-1227

0
D BEIMHBOB 0H
STRIPE

.THANK
HEAVENS
FOR
HIS
NAVY
SCHOLARSHIP

Bible study each evening or any
time by phone. Free Store' for
the needy. all donations appreciated Bible Facts. 7594600

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
\;

10. Bus. Opportunity

16. Home Furnishings

*LOST* Black and white
female birddog. approximately
1t1-years old, wearing choke
collar Lost about one week ago
at intersection of Johnny
Robertson Road and Ky. 94W,
If found, call collect, 1-2475561. Larry Shofar, Mayfield.

Business opportunity Would
you like a business of your
own./ You don t need ,an office
to start Begin at home full or
part time Ideal for husband
and wife teams Call 489-2711
No obligation no information
over the telephone Let's have
coffee and talk
Established clothing store doing good business. Well located
and in business for several
years. Good opportunity for someone to own their own
business Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-1724.

Six antique cherry chairs with
cane seats 75379O6

NAVY.
IT'S NOT JUST.,_
A JOB,
IT'S AN
ADVENTURE.
NMI(VILA NOW
OWING reel WWI rilefi
Shia% our new line of calendars,
pens and advertising gills to
local to-ms. Prompt, friendly
service from Small town,70 year
old, AAA-1, Company Weekly
COMMissions. Ne investment or
collections. Be your own Boss.
Full time potential No exWrite
perience necessary
Richard Lowe, NEWTON MFG.
CO., Dept 2991, Newton, Iowa

5. Lost and Found
r
•.••••,, ,tr

Babysitter needed, five days a
week, 7 am til 4 pm.
References required. Call 7537238.
Experienced waitress. 18 or
over, must be able to work days
and possibly weekends Apply
in person 10-5 Monday
through Friday Majestic Steak
House
Heating and air conditioning
installer with service experience
Good pay
negotiable Ideal Heating and
Air Conditioning. 376-5113
Manager trainee. Rapidly expanding shoe company, excellent career opportunity, excellent benefits. Must be willing to relocate after training
period. Call 759-4920 and ask
for Agnes Brush.
Need full time bakery manager.
Excellent pay and benefits
Send resume to P 0 Box 787,
Murray. Experience in bakery
preferred
Needed: babysitter for two
children, 5 days per week. 7591355
Part time day counter help
Stop by Hickory Hut for application
Part time car hoitess. nights
Apply in person, K & N Root
Beer
Parttime piece work. Yyrbster.
America's foremost dicitionary
company needs home workers
to update local mailing lists.
All ages. experience unnecessary Send name, address, phone number to
Webster. 175 5th Ave., Suite
1101-454. New York, NY
10010_
Reliable cook needed Apply in
person Fern Terrace Lodge

9. Situation Wanted

;

Free Store 759-4600
Free ode to Memorial Baptist
Church Bible Study. 9 40 AM
Phone 753-5750 or 759-4538
WANT
TO SEE
P HE
CAN

5. Lost and Found

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice
It's A

PAC

TAT

1. Legal Notice

I. lepfNikce

2. Notice

2. Notice

Lost: male cat, gray and White,
wearing white collar. Could be
hurt. Lost in vicinity of Doran
Road. Reward! Cal I 753-9906.

Min with 12 years experienoe
in production and inventory
control, truck dispatcher,
general foreman Ond freight
consolidation seeking lob Call
354-8820
Will do babysitting in my home,
weekdays Have references
759-1078 after 5 pm
Want to work part-time in an
office. Able to type, (82 wpm)
file, run machines and do odd
lobs Have had previous experience as clerk-hjpist- Call
7672779 and after 7 pm
7536.
Young lady with 4 years experience typing, bookkeeping,
filing, key punch. sales. shipping and receiving seeking lob.
Call 354-8820. .

10. Bus. Opportunity
Water„Service business. 2000._
stainless steel tank, good
steady customers, answering
service included. $3500. If interested call 474-2764.

DOT

PUBLIC NOTICE

NO
GIRLS--

NOT ONE SINGLE
GIRL ANYWHERE!

WELL, C NlOrse
LETS GO
WIMM ING

ZERO, PO YOU HAVE
ANY IDEA AT ALL WHAT
BEACHES ARE FOR?!

WinEES Ti-4E
ESTIMATE"'

---(r

REAI-LY MESSED.UP
ON THAT ONE,

Boss
,

iy WAS ONE OP THE
(DUMBEST THINGS
I EvER DID

(Ar LEAST HE'S SMART"
ENOuGk-I "T-r3 KNOW"'
HE'S DUMB r-

•

t_•-.10/01•

Alik#411,--;33.tA YEAR'S AT
-A 50R. FIVE 11111
rH L LONGC FIVE
WITH W44iBE51.

'RE

,JOKKO„,I THOUGHT
CAP KNOCKED you

JUNGLE GOLP!MY PLAN'
VliitX11.2 HAVE WORKER„
EXCEPT FOR HIM!

1.1CKY.
HE TRIE(2!
CAN'T SHOOT

STRAIGHT,'
I'LL GET SACK
AT HIM!

WHO I
THAT GUY a
NEXT We-fie:NEW APvetvrufe&
•

The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing on September 18, 1979 at 7:00 p.m.
The nature of this hearing is to receive public comments on the City's Land Use and Housing Element.
These documents have recently been amended to
reflect thechanges within the City of Murray.
The prdoedure for amendment of these elements
of the Comprehensive Plan requires public hearing.
Copies of these plans are available for review at
City Hall, Monday thru Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
at the Planning Office.
All interested persons, agencies, or interested
groups are urged to participate. The City of Murray
Planning Commission will receive written comments on these plans until September 30, 1979.
If you would like additional information, please
call 753-1225.
McKeel,Chairman
Steve Zea
Murray Planning
City Planner
Commission

NOTICE
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO
FILL A VACANCY IN A
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Health Department for the classification of Community Health Worker II. Minimum requires for
this position are as follows:
High School equivalency and one year experience
in an appropriate health services field. Experience
in an appropriate health services field may be substituted for education on a year-for-year basis up to
a tileirnum of two years. Additional education in a
heM) or related,field may be substituted for experience on a year-for-year basis.
The beginnittg salary is $2.68 per hour. Persons interested in taking this examination can obtain further details and-en application blank-frotu..the_.
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
Street, Murray,1Centucky.
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department Office on or before September 17, 1979.

11. Instructions
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gymnastics Call 753-4647
Private piano instructor will
give private piano lessons BS
degree in MUSIC and 6 years experience in private teaching
Will teach adults and children
Call 753-6090

2
F'
4'

17.'1aiuum Cleaners

2

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS

I,
K.

go
es

For factory authorized parts,
sales and service coll 19011
612-7619 Located at 102
W. Washington Si . Court
Square, Pont, Tn.

2
Fi

itSewing Machines

t.

For sale. used Singer sewing
machine. Zig-zag and all attachments Sews perfect. Fully
guarenteed. Cash price,
$39.95 Call Martha Hopper,
354-6521.

a

8

19. Farm Equipment

C Farmall with 3 point hitch
and blade $750 436-5574
Just received truck load of
truck tool boxes, standard and
deluxe models. Also stainless
14. Want To Buy
tailgatt protectors,
steel
Wanted to buy standing
Vinson Tractor Co.,
$15.75.
timber, top prices paid 489753-4892.
2334
Must sell! All-steel. clear-span
15. Articles For Sale
AG building. 40'x72.x14', large
Baby bed $15 Call 753-9971
door included, $5795. F.O.B.
also 40'x48'x14'. $4595. Call
For sale pool table and ac
collect 614-237-2740
cessortes and fireplace screen
Tractor tires repaired New and
489-2771
Get,
t ertrprice
used tractor tires:
Fisher baby bear stove in ex
actor
before you buy Vi
cellent condition 759-1975 '
Co., 753-4892
For sale Glass fireplace
Utility trailer, 4x6, steel bed
enclosLre. 39"x27-, antique
1200 lb capacity Call 753brass practically new. $75
7475
Call after 6 pm 436-5483
Wheat drill, like new 382Four letter white tires -General
2327
Grabber"' two L6015 and two
20. Sports Equipment
G7015 All for $75 Also an
apartment size clothes dryer in
10 speed,race bike, brand new,
good condition, $50. Call 492$85. Call 753-8810 after 530.
8342 after 5 pm
7 ft. pool table, excellent conPortable typewriter. 753-8668
dition. Call 753-4647

16. Home Furnishings

22. Musical

Antique bedroom and dining
room suite Call 753-1984
Coppertone
frost-free
refrigerator, $160 Call 7594401
Dining table, 4 chairs, Ethan
Allen hand rock maple, china
cabinet. perfect condition Call
753-7481
Early American nauga,hyde
couch chair, and love seat
Call 753-4507
For sale baby crib and mattress, excellent condition
Phone 753.8643
For sale 2 end tables, one
round lamp table, one coffee
table, one gold chair 7535895
Seven foot velvet couch, excellent condition $75 Velvet
recliner, like new. $45 Call
753-8598
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell, and
trade

Clarinet, only a year old $130
Phone 753-9345 or 753-9796
Conn saxaphone, excellent condition. used 8 ... months.
reasonable price 753-2583
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar pearl inlaid neck $400
Call 753-7490
One Conn guitar, brand new. 6
string classical. $200 or best
offer. Comes with case and accessories. 767-4471
Signet flute, excellent condition.:;CalL 753-69341after 4 pm.

23. Exterminating

SALES CAREERS
FULL OR PART TIME
Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Team $14,500.
to $22,500. first year opportunity with America's
fastest growing multi-media and specialty advertising firms. Company car and full • benefits
package. Earn while you learn, while serving the
businessmen in your area with new Specialty Advertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
sales experience necessary, full or part time
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
Martin, KENDRICK-ALLENDER ADVERTISING
CO., INC.,777 Portland Way North, Box 729, Galion,
Ohio 44833 I 419-468-5418i "OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE US,YOU SHOULD KNOW US"

At Wendy's
Management
Is More
Fboole Work
Than Raper WA
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE WESTERN KY. AREA
Our outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people If you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
success, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal Food service experience
is helpful but not required Proven leadership
skills are vital. We offer:
• Good salary while training
• Rapid advancement
• Benefits
Plus the support of a young,enthusiastic
organization. For more information
call Mr. McMillin
Monday,Tuesday, or Wednesday from
8:00 a.m. to 2:00p.m.
an equal opportunity employer

2
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
In Hardin unfurnished 12x65,
1974 Kawasaki Kr900, 9 000 Can't get those small jobs
2 bedroom bath large covered Two bedroom apartment furmiles. needs about $100 work around the house or mobile Licinsed electrician and gas inporch natural gas air built nished Call 753-5140
2-41.-Miscellaneous
done
$1000. Call. 753-8273 home done? Carpentry pain- stallation will do plumbing
ins, city water and sewer 33. Rooms for Rent
ting. plumbing, aluminum heating and air conditioning
pm
after
5
To settle estate Mans JL. Adults, no pets $160 per Boys only. furnished, kitchen
patios, small concrete Call 753-7203
siding
month
plus
security
deposit facilities, air conditioned.
karat diamond solitaire white
Jobs
436-2562 after 5 pm. Licensed electrician Service
Call
gold mounting
jewelers Call 395-7061
private entrances. 2 blocks
Concrete
and
block work Block calls our speciality Call
estimate $3000 If interested 30. Business Rental
from campus at 1626
1979 YZ-80, great condition
garages. basements, driveways, Earnest White, 753-0605
write P 0 Box 32 K
Call 753-8257
Commercial building near Hamilton Call 753-8572.
walks. patios. steps. tree Mobile Home anchors.
2t TY-Radio
• Prott,alonal
ices
University Call 753-2967 after 34. Houses For Rent
estimates. 753-5476
Aluminum and fiberglass
With The rtendi, To44h'
For sale Electrophonic stereo 2 pm
Two bedroom house. Carpeted
1976
Buick
Special.
V-6.
new
Carpentry
service. Whatever underpinning, white, beige
AM FM stereo radio 8-track For rent.
downtown location electric heat. 641 North
tires.
BEAUTIFULLY
good
gas
mileage.
exyour
old or new. quality and brown. Roofs sealed Also
needs,
tape and turn table Excellent Convenient, safe,
patio awnings, open or screen
Available now No pets $175
storage
cellent
condition
$3000.
work.
Can
REMODELLED
Call
753-6'565.
condition, $100 436-5508 warehouse
in, with or without windows
ed
up to 1000 square Call 753-3942
be
seen
at
708
Elm
or
Street
Three bedroom, B.V.
after 6 pm
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Also carports. single and doufeet, $100 per month Call 1- 36. For Rent Or Lease
call 753-4710 after 5.30 pm
and frame home.
rates. Prompt and efficient ser- ble sizes. Jack Glover, 153Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna. 522-8469
Lovely wall to wall
1978 Buick Skylark '..andau. vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- 1813 after 6 pm.
can talk to Canada and Mexico. 31. Want To Rent
carpeting, Beautiful
305 V8. gets 23 mpg 13,800 2774.
New $150 now $75. 492kitchen cabinets with
Painting done to satisfaction
actual
miles one owner Call
Would
like
rent
to
3
or
4
8834.
Office Space For
Carpet
cleaning,
free Interior or exterior Free
ceramic tile counter,
753-0366
bedroom home in city school
estimates, satisfied references, estimates Experienced Call
dishwasher, built-in
1979 United Feature Syndicate inc
27. Mobile Home Sales district
Rent. Call 753753-8031 anytime
1971 Chevrolet 4-door, gray Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- after 5 pm 753-8442
range,
exhaust
For sale Armour -double wide before 10 pm
fan,
and black $500 Phone after 6 ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
7618 after 5:00
24x54 just remodeled 43/Sewing Machine repair. All
As an energy saver I don't think the people electric heat. All new
pm 753-0818
753-5827.
wiring and plumbing.
32. Apts. For Rent
4729
makes, very reasonable. exare ready for this kind of sacrifice."
Yard recently lanCars for restoration. 1955 Olds: Do You need stumps removed perienced. Free
pickup and
Mobile home, completely fur- For rent New 2 bedroom
dscaped.
A
1965
Mustang
convertible; from your yard or land cleared delivery for limited time only in
terrific buy
nished on 1 acre improved pro- duplex 753-2437 or 753-7476
at $29,900.
1967 Mustang. Best offer. Can of stumps? We can remove Murray city limits.
Also small
perty. Electric, sewege, water. For rent: Olive Street apartbe seen at 1304 Olive Blvd . stumps up to 24' below the appliances.
159-4674 after
all for only $5495. Call 436- ments, one room efficiency
Saturday
and Sunday. Sept. ground. leaving only sawdust am.
Near Hazel
Warehouse
For sale cleanup and body
2391.
$9,' Near campus. Call 7538th and 9th.
and chips. Call for free
bedroom
home,
Thurman
2
large
Purdom
Call
&
Stadium
View
shop.
Drive.
Storage
1055 Mobile home curtains 6737.
estimate.
Steve Shaw 753kitchen,
separate
CARTER STUDIO
Purdom
Thurman
&
Extra
753-4451.
nice
1967
Ford,
4-door.
Insurance & Real Estate
Space
air conditioner appliances gas Nice furnished apartment See
dining on 2 acre lot. 289 with power steering and 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
,
e
Sgoo
waterfront
Choice
Nicely
lot.
WEDDINGS &
Call
condition
heat excellent
For Rent
at 1414 Vine Street $75 per
Here's a real bargain air, $600. Also truck topper Do you need a carpenter Will
Murray, Kentucky
wooded with a building site
753-8810 after 530
Ideal for storing house full of
month
PORTRAITS
at only $12,900. Don't camper, $150. Call 753-5159 do paneling, additions, small
that has a fine view of the lake.
753-4451
cars, antiques,
furniture
wait to call.
pm.
after
5
Call
what
you.
or
have
jobs,
owner
The
access.
overflows,
road
etc
Good
business
753-8298
wants ti sell this property now!
Phone 753-7618 after 5.00
For sale 1974 Gran Torino, 436-2516.
pm
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
good condition 759-1078 after For your coal needs, call 797- Will haul driveway white rock
1111 Sycamore. Murray. 753Very nice older home in New 5 pm
8318 or write Edward lpock. and Ag lime also have any type
0101 or 753-7531 or call Bob
Providence. Living room, kitRt.l. Dawson' Springs, KY of brown or white Pea gravel
Mini
Rodgers, 753-7116.
chen, utility. 2 bedrooms and
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
42408.
Warehouse
bath on main level. 2 bedrooms
or
753-4545
For sale. 10 acres near ColFence Sales at Sears now. Call
Storage Space
on upper floor. Nice wooded lot
dwater. Three acres in beans, 7
Will
do plumbing, heating and
753-2310
Sears
for
free
1977 Cutlass Supreme Akli
and priced at only $18,750.
For Rent
acres timber. Good building
air conditioning, repairs and
estimates for your needs.
Radio,
NEW
Tilt
LISTING
Wheel,
Power
SteerShroat-Waldrop
Real Estate.
site. Only ;9000 23 acres near
753-4758
ing & Brakes. White with Blue
For your chain link fencing remodeling around the home,
759-1707.
Three bedroom, P2
Elm Grove, all fenced and sowVinyl Top $3475 Call after 6
needs, contact Montgomery such as: painting, carpentry.
story
cape
cod
home
Welcome to 505 Whitnell!
pm 753-1613
37.-tilestock-Supplies ed in permanent pasture on tree-shaded street
Ward.
Free estimates. 753- and concrete. 753-2211 or
Small lake. Good building site
Come on over. you'll like the
753-9600.
30 feeder pigs Call 435-4548
near the University.
on blacktop. $25.000. Galloway
conVerfien1 loCation...Near 'the 1975 Ford Granada nice local 1966.
basement? We make wet
Wet
Large
living
room
Horse pasture for rent Call Realty,'522 Main Street, phone
shopping center, branch banks, car, $2600 Call 753-4048 or Firewood for sale. Call 753with fireplace and gas
753-5842.
753-8720
6774 Monday, Wednesday, and basements dry. work completegroceries. 3 bedroom brick and see at 1668 Ryan
logs, central gas heat
wood home...large fireplace in 1973 Ford Torino stationwagon, Friday between 8 and 5, after 7 ly guarenteed Call or write
Rolled hay for sale. 489-2495.
Morgan Construction Co .
and central air, full
living room...Call 753-1492 for $675. 436-2658.
call 435-4439
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
basement,
and
38. Pets-Supplies
more information.. Offered by
For sale - Collector's. item! Guttering by Sears. Sears con- KY 42001, or call day or night
reasonable price - only
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1967 Cadillac Deville Cony tinous gutters installed per 1-442-7026
•
$36,000. Phone KopThis beautiful home has living quarters plus inRed, white top, red interior, your specifications. Call Sears Will do babysitting in my home
A pair or Cockatiels, one year
perud Realty, 753-1222
come of efficiency apartment of 2 bedroom aparHere it is! An older
purchased new. all original; 753-2310 for free estimates.
old, finger tame, cage includfor friendly, courteous
tment. 2 Mobile home pads and 8 acres of land.
for ages 3 and up Call 753paint. top. etc. Power steering, Have your driveways White rock- 4732
ed Best offer. 757-4471 after
home in the country
service.
power brakes, air, cruise, tilt, ed before bad weather. Free
2 30 pm.
with 142 acres. In adA "CENTSABLE"
AM-FM
radio, radial tires. Must estimates. Clifford Garrison. Will stay with elderly lady. 24
dition
to
Residential
the
first
building
floor
lots
Two year old registered DoberBUY
hours daily. Call 753-7301.
see!
A-1
condition. $2195. 753-5429 after 4 pm.
Westwood Subdivision, city
there are 2 bedrooms
man for sale $75 Call 753Just listed this roomy
(704)
652-7016 or write R.
Will do housecleaning and
water and sewer Priced from
upstairs & a full
2437 or 753-7476
, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Fredricks, Rt.l, Box 204. Nebo. Insulation blown in by Sears, houseplant care. Call Kim. 492$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
basement.
Outside
these
save
heating
on
high
and
home
on
Ryan
NC 28761.
& Thurman 753-4451.
storage includes a 7x9
cooling bills Call Sears, 753- 8857 or 436-2667.
Avenue. Large den,
Apples for sale! :Yellow
3
4
1975
Gran
concrete block
Prix. Li model, good 2310, for free estimates
Your trees could be silently sufThree bedroom cedar cabin,
ideal for lounging and
Delicious and others. Graded
condition, two-tone red and
building with cement
fering from insect attack and
Panorama Shores, with
relaxing,
closets
Lawnmower
and
chainKen's
apples $5 per bushel, sound
burgandy, loaded. Must sell.
floor and wired for
Franklin fireplace Call Purdom
abound, and an "exsaw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast or fungus disease. A new
18 Acres with good house, 14-in row crop and the
seconds $3 per bushel. Bring
best offer. 753-8257.
method of pesticide injection
& Thurman 753-4451.
electricity.
detached
tra"
garage,
Also
a
service. 753-7400.
house is ready to move in. Only $38,000.00.
own containers. Also sweet
to your trees can correct most
1974 Mustang II Math I, 4ideal for car storage or
12x26 frame building
cider. Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Located near Palestine Church.
workshop. Lots of
speed, 6 cylinder, low gas Ken's Lawnmower and chain- of these problems easily and
with electricity, water
Rd. Call 489-2467 to reserve
living area for the
mileage, book value, $2350, saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast quickly. Scientific and effecand
a
wood
burning
orders.
tive. Call today, EPA certified.
money. Priced in upasking
$1750. Call 753-7853. service. 753-7400.
stove. The 11,2 acres ofExtra income plus an ideal
Kelley's Termite & Pest Conper $30's. Phone 753fers
apple
trees,
peach
1975
Pontiac.
AM-FM tape. 2home can be yours. with a purHerndon's
trol.
Inc., 100 South 13th
1222,
Kopperud
Realty
trees, a strawberry
Church yard sale on Highway
door hardtop. $1795. Call 753chase of this 4 bedroom brick
Portable Welding
for all your real estate
Street, Murray,. KY 42071.
121 North, /
patch and lots of good
1
2 mile outside city
4445.
home with central heat and
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
Service
needs.
limits Friday and Saturday.
garden space. Offered
ma. air. Has 2 bedroom apartment
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
Rt. 6, Box 154,
experience
in pest control.
on
lower
level
and alSO 2
Sept 7th and 8th Clothes for Garden Courtyard! Creative
at only $36,500.
extras plus a new set of tires.
Murray, Ky.
Free
56.
Column
all sizes, some furniture, landscaping and imaginative mobile home hookups. See
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
753-9507
miscellaneous
items, planning have made this char- this property
50. Used Trucks
something for everyone
ming 4 bedroom, 21
/
2 bath
Ideal for small family. Located near college and
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale,
Garage sale! Antique oak bed, home completely unique! Plus
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
shopping centerspower and air, cruise. Also a
209 Video Street
Armone, springs and mattress, lots of extra features. Call 7531968 Ford, 61,000 actual
NEW (MICE HOURS:
antique dresser, chairs, clocks, 1492 for your private showClosed All Day Wed.
miles, good running condition.
watches, chest
range, ing...Offered by Loretta Jobs
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
WILSON
Call before 4 pm 762-2401
refrigerator, organ. gun, dinette Realtors.
Price of
INSURANCE
753-7411
after 4 pm 753-3518.
set, games, clothes, shoes, lots 178 acres with cropland, some
:=.STATE
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
AROUND THE CEO( lk
of goodies 1304 Olive Blvd., timber, lake, and
IlesprIal & Imes* tolls ploss• coil 153 3615 one 666 In odwo6ce
753-3i63 ANYTIME
1977 Ford four wheel drive, all
creek Good
Saturday and Sunday, Sept. road access. Priced
392N IZIN
extras. Call 753-8810 after
less than
8th and 9th.
530.
$500 per acre. Financing
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
Porch sale every Tuesday available. John C. Neubauer, Three bedroom. 3 bath home. Away from everything! No 1973 Ford pickup, good condiHighway 280. go to Cardinal Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Mur- den with fireplace, fenced in neighbors. no noises, no inter- tion, straight shift. $1095.
Meadow
Green Acres, iust 1'2 miles south of
In
yard, city school district. Call ruptions - just beautiful nature
Point, turn south on gravel ray, 753-0101 or 753-7531.
Murray.
3 bedroom, 11
Lovely
/
2 bath, brick home
1959
2 Bedroom home for retired couple or young
Ford
pickup,
short bed. 6
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
7 wooded lots fronting on 2 cylinder. $395. Call
road towards lake, cedar house Large home - Small
/
2 lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
on 11
family. Call for appointment.
489-2595.
price. Here
on left or call 436-2737
/
2 baths, liv- roads. We'll show you how to
is a nice home near MSU with Three bedroom. 11
young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
ing
room.
kitchen
and den, city get away from it all for only 1976 Ford Explorer pickup,
Tearing down house, everything 5 bedrooms and 2 baths. 2
dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and closet
a'itomatic,
power
and
air,
AMfor sale junk, hot water heater, large bedrooms could be water and sewer, single garage $3500 Call Spann Realty FM radio with tape player.
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
Associates,
753-7724.
with
concrete
drive
in
gas furnace. kitchen cabinets, rented for income. Living room.
Michelin steel belted radials.
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
2x4's. paneling, windows, dining room, large utility room Westwood Subdivision. For 45. Farms For Sale
topper. 47,000 miles. very
water but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square
information
more
call
Purdom
doors. All at give-away prices. and more for only $47.000.
Approximately 10 acres rolling clean. 753-3456 days, 753Your chance for an excellent buy at
feet.
&
753-4451.
Thurman.
1304 Olive Blvd., Saturday and Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
and wooded. 500 ft road fron- 5402 nights.
$42,500.
759-1707.
stynday, Sept 8th and 9th.
tage. $1500 an acre. 436- 1974
Trans Star cab over
Call today,759-1410
5574.
Yard sale, Immanuel Lutheran New listings Good locadiesel, cummings engine, wet
Church. 15th and Main St., Fri- tion _Building with 18x30
kit, $13.000 or trade for
day September 7, 8 til 5, and shop, overhead door, loading
acreage Call 437-4760 or 437Another bargain on college farm road. Less than
Spring House Cleaning
576
square
foot
A
-frame
house,
Saturday September 8, 8 trl 3. dock and space for offices.
$20,000.
partially redecorated, stove and 4852.
Dinette set, couch, fruit jars, Total of ,approximately 1600
Special
refrigerator incIuded Located 1978 Van. Plymouth Voyager.
clothing, and miscellaneous.
sq.ft...Also shop outside of city
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estunates.
in Lakeway Shores subdivision power steering and brakes. Call
JUST LISTED
limits on approximately 1 acre
Insured and experienced Call day or night:
Boat ramp and accessories 753-3792.
with gas heat. Reasonably pricExtremely attractive
Yearly water bill $30. $15.000 51.
759-1176
ed. Dial 753-1492 _Offered by
3 bedroom brick home
Campers
Ainley Auction
Call 759-4808.
with lots of storage
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1970 Coachman,
Realty Sales
areas and lots of extra
For sale or rent 2 bedroom trailer. excellent24 ft. travel
Nicerriountry home on approx01 11111115111gulT
condition
features. including
.
Red1h,rhouse to settled people only by 1969 Cadillac.
imately 11
/
2 acre wooded lot
44.000 actual
Apprauser
fireplace,
imwith
den
owner
753-1988.
l'h 401 A711-11,
Home has 2 or 3 bedrooms. liv414fi
474.1111
miles. No rust. Call 489-2325.
maculate landscaping
1,•nrt
ing room, den with fireplace.
47.
Motorcycles
concrete
18
ft Open Road motor home
patio
and
good well house and mo-e.
Honda
wooden
surrounded
37.000
XL-100,
by
miles $4250 Starcraft
excellent
condiA fine home says a great deal Located on Old vIdlo Rd off 94
Can you believe a brick less than $30,000.00. This
tion. 753-6496.
pop-up sleeps 8 $800, 8 ft
privacy fence. Price in
This
sparkling
clean
E
3
Asking
bedroom
$25,000
Shroat
one' is! Make an appointment to see at once.
mid $40's. Phone Kop1976 Harlet Davidson Sport- Cabover truck camper. $675
home is easy on the pocket- Waldrop Real Estate, 759Healty,
753-1222
perud
ster, Liberty edition, excellent 753-1566
book with TVA approved insula- 1707
for full-time Real
condition. Call 753-3178 after Overhead camper for long
House and approximately 3 acres just listed.
tion and a lovely 1 bedroom
Estate Service,
OLDER HOME!!!
wheel base truck, in good con6 pm.
Unusual opportunity to have your own horse
apartment for added income
Older part of town.
dition $600 Call 492-8515.
farm within the city limits of Murray. Property
Stretch your dollars, call Spann
Lots of room, great
has attractive cypress plank fencing, 36' x 24'
Realty Associates, 753-7724
Travel
trailer,
28
ft.
Driftwood,
candidate
Hey!
for
extra nice. all extras. and air --redwood and concrete block horse stable, and the
Brand new 2 bedroom. 1 bath,
remodeling. Could also
home is 7 an extremely well maintained 3
conditioned. $4000. Call 354built-in appliances, city water
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
be converted to high
bedroom,.2 bath home. Phone Kopperud Realty,
6521
and sewer, nice size lot. Call
return
753-1222 for all the information on this once-in-aa "face-lift."
income
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
lifetime opportunity.
producing property.
What better way to improve the
Commercial property about
For your new tax
15'
Plastic
boat
cover
and
bathroom's looks than by using MARBLE. Its
1% acres on Kentucky 94£ onshelter or remodeling
natter, good condition $225
ly wit,mile from town Approxdurable...it's practical...it's beaufful.
project just give us a
Call 753-4048 or see at 1668
imate') 5,500 sq ft of
Ryan
call. 753-7411.
Come in and see us today
showroom, shop and office
JOHN
SMITH
space. Paved parking area plus
Byers Brothers & Son-General
room for outside display.
Solesmee & Nome Phones:
home remodeling, framing
.Suitable for marine, furniture,
Wayne 1.1Mtlsem 75310t4aluminum siding, gutters and
farm machinery, alto sales,
Alex Mcaoo4753-1575
roofing Call 1.395-4967 or
etc. Business is also available.
Charles Jeffrey 474-2337
362-4895
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
"Qua
lit That Will Please"
MN* Vfissmonn-753-7476
1111 Sycamore. Murray 753Compare and save on chain
753-7411
612 S. 9th
Office- 753-3263 ANYTIME
753-5719
0101 or 753-7531 or call Linda
link fencing Circle A Fencing
AROUND ME ClOr
Drake, 753-0492.
753 8407

l

'UIIpmerr

Thornton Tile
And Marble
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Funerals

Joan Kennedy Says She'll Work
For Husband If He Enters Race

Former Resident,
Elvis Swor, Dies
Vt ()I'd has been received of
the death of Everett Elvis
Swor who died Aug. 18 in Fort
Myers, Fla.
Mr. Swor was a native of
Hazel and a graduate of
Murray High School. After a
career in teaching, he
represented a book company
in Ohio before retiring to
Florida some years ago.
Survivors include his wife,
the former Annette Wear, who
grew up in Murray; a son,
David, and four grandchildren. Mrs. Swor resided at
1830 Brantley Road, Fort
Myers, Fla., 33901.

Funeral Is Today
At Church For
Mr. Allbritten
The funeral for William
Burbon Allbritten of Murray
Route 5 will be held today at 2
p.m. at the Eastwood Baptist
Church, where he was a
member, with the Rev. John
W. Terry and the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating.
Music will be by Loma
Borders, soloist, and Mildred
Lassiter, organist. Burial will
follow in the New Concord
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral where
friends may call until 1 p.m.
wen the body will be taken to
the church.
Mr. Allbritten, 70, died
Thursday in a tractor accident. He was a retired die
setter for Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Mich.,
before his retirement and
move to Calloway County in
1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sara Arm Allbritten, to
whom he was married on Jan.
25, 1936: one daughter, Mrs.
Richard Judith Ann) Henninger, and three grandchildren, Rick, Beth, and Tom
Henninger, Murray Route 5;
,one son, William R. Allbritten,
Chatham, N. J.; one sister,
Mrs. John T. (Robbie) Bucy,
Murray; four brothers. Leon
and I. B., Cairo, Ill., Wendell,
Murray Route 5, and James
Max, Madison Heights, Mich.

THE DIRTY MONK — A study of Alfred Lord Tennyson photographed by Julia
Margaret Cameron is part of the "'Victoria's World" collection of 200 photographs
from the last half of the 20th century now on exhibit at Murray State University. To run
through Oct. 4 in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
exhibit is part of The Gernsheim Collection of the Humanities Research Center at the
University of Texas at Austin.

British Photo Collection Is
On Display At Murray State

WASHINGTON
-- Joan Kennedy says she'll campaign for her
husband, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, if
he decides to run for president. And
she'll live with him in the White House
if he wins.
"Yes, I would campaign, and, of
course, I'd live in the White House,"
said Mrs. Kennedy, who has lived apart
from her husband for almost two years.
In an interview Friday afternoon,
Mrs. Kennedy confirmed her husband's
remarks earlier in the day that she had
lifted her once-strong objections to his
seeking the Democratic presidential
nomination.
"Ted said to me, 'Joarisie, I don't
know what the fuss is all about,' and I
said. 'I don't either."
Asked if she is enthusiastic about the
possibility of a Kennedy campaign,
Mrs. Kennedy replied, "When and if he
announces, I'll say then how [feel. But
right now I'd rather not comment."
Meanwhile, the senator's press
secretary confirmed that Kennedy had
met with President Carter at the White
.House Friday'.
The luncheon meeting was arranged
at the request of Carter about a week
ago, said Tom Southwick. He declined
to say what the two discussed. But The
Washington Post, in today's editions,
quoted an unidentified White House
official as saying, "They discussed
SALT, health care, transportation

Teacher Exams
Scheduled On
Three Dates
Students completing
teacher preparatton programs
and advanced degree candidates in specific fields may
take the National Teacher
Examinations on any of three
different test dates in 1979-80.
Educational Testing Service, the nonprofit educational
organization that administers
the testing program, has
announced that tests will be
given Nov. lb, 1979, and Feb.
16 and July 19 of 1980 at test
centers throughout the United
States.
Results of the National
Teacher Examinations are
considered by many large
school districts as one of
several factors in the selection
of neA teachers and are used
by several states for teachers'
credentials or for licensing of
advanced candidates. Some
colleges require all seniors
preparing to teach to take the
examinations..
On each full day of testing.
registrants may take the
Common Examinations,
which
measure
their
professional preparation and
general
educational
background, and-or an Area
Examination that measures
their mastery of the subject
they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants
should contact the school
systems in which they seek
employment,their colleges, or
appropriate - educational
Association for advice about
which examinations to take
and when to take them.
The "Bulletin of Information," which contains a list
of test centers and general
information
about
the
examinations, as well as a
registration form. may be
obtained
college
from
placement officers, school
personnel departments, or
National
directly from
Teacher Examinations, Box
911, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, N. J.,
08541.

deregulation and other matters of
mutual interest"
Mrs. Kennedy, asked in the interview
if she is enthusiastic about the
possibility of a Kennedy campaign,
replied,"When and if he announces, I'll
say then how I feel. But right now I'd
rather riot comment."
Mrs. Kennedy, who last year said she
is an alcoholic but had stopped
drinking, has been living in an apartment in Boston where she has been
studying music.
Kennedy took himself a little closer to
the starting gate of the 1980 presidential
race Friday by declaring that he has
received approval to run from two
people who have tong influenced him —
his wife and his mother.
The Massachusetts Democrat told
reporters that he discussed the
possibility of his candidacy with his
wife and his mother, Rose Kennedy,
during the congressional recess last
month.
"Both my mother and my wife indicated they would support any
decision I would make," Kennedy said.
Kennedy reiterated his position that
he is not a candidate, but added: "I am
concerned about the direction of the
country."
Asked when he would decide whether
to seek the Democratic presidential
nomination, Kennedy replied "I don't
have any particular time frame or any

Nunn Says Carter Ignores State
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Republican gubernatorial
candidate Louie N'unn has
charged that President Carter
has ignored Kentucky in
making appointments which
vitally affect the state.

"As a result, important
A
collection
of 200 significance. They mark the and Dr. Michael Cohen,
decisions are going against
photographs taken across the culmination of man's efforts
assistant
professors of
Kentucky and the state's
British Empire from about to
record
exact English at Murray State; and
an
interests are being com1840 to 1901 during Queen representation of himself and
Michael Johnson, assistant
promised," Nunn said in a
Victoria's reign is on exhibit his surroundings.
professor of art at Murray
press
release Friday. "This
at Murray State University.
The same exhibition will be State.
despite the fact that the state
To run through Oct. 4 in the on display at the Calloway
Panelists for the library
voted for Mr. Carter and
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the County Public Library Oct. 8program will be Dr. Melvin
despite our Democratic
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, 24.
Page, assistant professor of
governor and, two Democratic
the traveling exhibition from
A panel discussion and history at Murray State, and
senators.
The Gernsheim Collection at guided tour is scheduled at
Miller, Earnest, and Cohen.
The president makes about
the Humanities Research 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 27,
Earnest
Cohen
and
650 key appointments, exCenter of the University of in Eagle Gallery and at 7:30
prepared the grant proposal
cluding judges and the White
Texas is entitled "Victoria's p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 17, at
which resulted in the grant
House staff, Nunn said in
World."
the library.
award by the Kentucky
remarks prepared for a
Photographs
in
the
Humanities Council to bring
meeting of a Shrine group.
collection represent the work
Panelists for the discussion the exhibition to Murray.
of well-known 10th century on the campus will include:
photographers, as well as Dr. David DeLaura, Victorian
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
some
anonymous
con- scholar from the University of
pastor of the Memorial
tributors. They tell the story of Pennsylvania: Dr. Michael
Baptist Church, will speak on
the people, the cities, the
Miller, Dr. David Earnest,
"What God's Word Can Do
wars, and life from royalty to
For You" with scripture from
The.First United Methodist
proverty in the 19th century
II Timothy 3:15 at the 10:50
Church will hear the pastor,
British Empire.
a.m. service, and on "How To
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
The exhibition on the
(
Tell Someone He is Wrong"
AP)
Miss Ohio, Tana Kay
Mischke, Jr., speak on -Train
campus is sponsored jointly
with scripture from Matthew
Carl'. played a lively acSteve
Davis,
former
Child"
A
Up
with
scripture
by the Department of English
cordion medley Friday night
22:29 at 7 p.m. on Sunday,
and Eagle Gallery, with University of Oklahoma from Proverbs 22:1-6 at 8:45
to win the talent competition
Sept. 9, at the church.
financial assistance provided quarterback, will be the and 10:50 a.m. serves on
on the . third night of
Milton Gresham, minister of
through a grant awarded by speaker at the 10:45 a.m. and 7 Sunday,Sept. 9.
preliminaries at the Miss
music, will direct the SancDan McDaniel will sing a
the Kentucky Humanities p.m. services at the First
America
tuary Choir as they sing in the
Pageant.
Baptist
Church
on
Sunday,
solo
"I
; Will Sing A New song
Council.
Miss Mississippi, Cheryl
morning service. Margaret
of Gladness," at the early
Since the photograhic Sept. 9.
Prewitt. eon ,the swimsuit
Wilkins will be organist and
Special music at the mor- service. The Chancel Choir,
process was invented about
competitio
Sharon Owens will be pianist.
n.
the time Queen Victoria took ning hour will be a solo by directed by Paul Shahan with
Miss Carli, 23, of Lakewood,
Rob Lough, deacon of the
Cynthia
Crouch,
and
Bea
a
Farrell
as
organist,
will
the throne in 1837, the
received loud applause from
week, will assist in the serphotographs in the exhibition selection by the church choir, sing the anthem,"Blessed Art
the 7,421 people in Convention
vices.
directed
by
Wayne
Thou,"
Halley,
at
the
later
service.
have a special historic
Hall
with
Volunteer nursery workers
"Comedians
minister of music, with Joan
At noon Sunday the annual
Gallop," "Dizzy Fingers" and
will be Wanda Nolin, Margot
Bowker as organist and Doug dinner given by the church the
"Tea for Two."
McIntosh, and Krista Thomas.
Vancil as pianist.
Murray State University
The brown-haired, blueSunday School will be at 9:40
The ordinance of baptism students will be held with Mrs.
eyed woman is a 1978 graduate
a.m., and Church Training
will be observed. Paul Dailey, Pattie Mae Moody as dinner
of the University of Akron. She
will be at 6 p.m.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, Jr., deacon of the week, will chairman.
is now an accountant, and
minister of the Grace Baptist assist in the services.
The Children's Choir and
hopes to earn a master's
Church, 617 South Ninth
Sunday School will be at 9:30 their families will have an
degree in finance.
Street, Murray, will speak at a.m. and Church Training at 6 organizational dinner at 5
She has had nine years of
the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. p.m.
p.m. Sunday in the social hall.
accordion training and 14
"The Lord's Prayer" will be services on Sunday. Sept. 9, at
Volunteer nursery workers
The Men's Prayer breakfast
years of tap dancing lessons,
the sermon topic for the Rev. the church.
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ray will be held Tuesday at 7 a.m.
and
was national accordion
R. E. Rabatin, pastor of the
Leland Peeler, music Clark, Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs. at the church.
speed champion in 1974.
First Presbyterian Church, director, will direct the music Gordon Vire, Mrs. Durwood
Miss Prewitt, 22. (of
16th and Main Streets, at the with Dwane Jones as organist Beatty, Miss Lynne Beatty.
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday, and Anita Underhill as pianist. Miss CaroiReaman, Mrs. Joe
Sept. 9.
Nursery workers will be Lasater, Mis Dana English,
The choir will be directed by Robbie Hale, Jimmy Hale, and Mr. and Mrs. C. D. VinLisa Slater.
Vicki Chadwick, 'Frances son, Jr.
Church School will be at 9:30 Wyatt, and Roberta Hall. L. D.
"From Prime Minister To
John Dale will speak on
a.m. Sunday.
Family Reunion" will be the
Workman will be in charge of
"The Power and EffecThe Church Session will bus service.
subject of the sermon by the
tiveness of Prayer" with
meet Wednesday, Sept. 12,
Rev. Dr. David C. Roo',.
Speakers Sunday, Sept. 9, at scripture from Matthew
Sunday School with Hoyt
15:21The University Church of minister of the First Christian the Sinking Spring Baptist
and the Lifestyle Exploration Wyatt as superintendent will
28 at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
Christ
will
hear
minister,
the
Group will meetSunday,Sept. be at 9:45 a.m.
Church, at the 10:45 a.m. Church will be the pastor, the
services, and on "Paul-The
16, at 6:30 p.m. at the church.
Prayer service and Youth Bruce Logue, speak on "How services on Sunday,Sept. 9, at Rev. Billy Turner, at 11 a.m., World Evangelist" with
Lordship
Affects
the
Self"
the church.
Study Group will be at 7:30
and the Rev. Carlos Bailey at scripture from Acts 26:12-18 at
with scripture from Mark
Margaret Porter will direct 7:30 p.m.
p.m. on Wednesday.
the 6 p.m. services on Sunday,
8:31-35 at the 10:30 a.m. the Chancel Choir as they sang
Raymond Matheny, deacon Sept. 9, at
the Seventh and
service, and on "Goal Setting" the anthem, "Let Heavenly of the week, will assist in the
The annual homecoming
with scripture from Philip- Music Fill This Place." services. At the morning Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
will be held at the Poplar
pians 3:3-11 'at the 6 p.m. Maxine Clark will benrganist. service the choir, directed by
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Spring Baptist Church on
serviceion Sunday,Sept. 9.
Assisting in the services will Tommy Scott with Susie Scott
Services at St. John's
Sunday, Sept. 9, with the
Assisting in the services will be Kent Forrester, Dr. as pianist and Patsy Neale as Bolls, James Payne, Jack
Ward, Max Walker, Kim
Episcopal
Church.
Main and be Ernie Bailey, Robert Woodfin Hutson, Dr.
pastor, the Rev. Ronnie
William organist, will sing "I.ift Him Weatherford, Mark Manners,
Adams, speaking at 11 a.m. Broach Streets, Murray, will Hendon, Keith Hays, James F. Smith, Jr., Elmer Collins, Up."
Sam Parker, Don Winchester,
followed by a basket lunch and include Holy Communion it Lawson, Bill Boyd, Hamp W. Dave Eldredge. M. C. Ellis,
At the evening service Phil Cannon, Charles Olive
8:30 a.m., Morning Prayer Brooks, J. P. Parker. Ellis Norman Hale,
singing at 2 p.m
Leon Smith, special music will be a duet by
Sunday School will be at 10 and Church Film at 9:45 a.m., Pennington, Richard Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Del Fleming, Dianne and Kerry, and by the Terry McDougal, Richard
Duke, David Wright, - Ron
a.m. The church ministry also and Congregational meeting Bob Bazzell, Larry Dunn, and Lee Ann Boone.
Sunday Night Choir.
McNutt, John Rhodes, and,
Church
and
School
at
11
a.rn.
includes a nursery, children's
Sherrill Gargus, Joe West,
The flowers on the comSunday School will be at 10 Frank Hargis.
The Rev. Stephen Daven- Wayne
church,and bus service. '
Williams,
Max
munion table will be in honor a.m. and Church Training will
Teen nursery helper Will
Starting Monday, Sept..10, port is the vicar of the church. Cleaver; and Harold Grogan,
of Leah and-Terry Hart in- be at6:80p.m.
—Rhonda-Manners and specia
the church will hold revival Acolytes will be Tim BurNursery supervisors will be appreciation for their love and
L. D. Warren will be in
services with the Rev. L. C. chfield, Ben Moore, and Sally DuFord, Joy Waldrop, friendship by Billie and Alison' charge of the prayer service class helper will be Tammi
Crouse.. Serving on the ex7,
George
Moore.
Steve Hale and Dorothy Grogan, and Marion
Gray, full time evangelist
Burton.
on Wednesday while Rev. tension department will be Ed.
from Princeton, as the Bill Kyle will be lay reader. In
Sunday School will be at 910 Turner is in a revival meeting
Bible Study will be at 9:30 a.m. All Youth and Parents at the Missonary Grove A. Thomas and Larry Evans.
speaker at 7:30 each evening charge of the nursery will be
Bible study will be held at
Sandy Gentile.
a.m. Sunday.
through Sunday,Sept. 16.
will meet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. church in Camden, Tenn.
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

Memorial Church
To Hear Dr. White

Dr. Mischke, Jr.
Speaker At Church

First Church Will
Hear Steve Davis

Grace Church To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Presbyterians To
Hear The Pastor

Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker, Services

University Church
To Hear Mr. Logue

Sinking Spring To
Hear Two Speakers

Kentucky has received only
one of the 650, he added.
"Despite the vital importance of coal to Kentucky,
Mr. Carter has failed to appoint any Kentuckians to any
of the federal agencies dealing
with coal," Nunn said, adding
the president also has
"refused" to put a Kentuckian
on the Tennessee Valley
Authority's board of directors.
In addition, Nunn said, no
Kentuckian has been appointed to the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
despite the ICC's "critical
importance" to the state's
coal industry.
"I am committed to helping
move Mr. Carter out of the
White House in 1980," Nunn
said. "If this is the best he can
do for Kentucky, it isn't good
enough.

Miss Ohio Wins Talent
Round In Miss America

John Dale Speaker
At Murray Church

Ackerman, won the swimsuit
competition with a 35-13-36
figure in a white swimsuit.
The brown-haired, blueeyed woman stands 5-foot-7
and weights 110 pounds. She
says she plays tennis and jogs
to stay in shape.
A
1979 graduate
of
Mississippi State University,
she majored in piano-voice
music education and hopes to
earn a master's degree and
doctorate in music.

$20,000 Overlook
Set For Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Work is scheduled to begin
this week on a deer overlook
at the Governor's Mansion on
the east side of the Capitol
grounds.
The $20,900 contract for the
project was awarded to Oakes
Construction Co. of Lexington.
Work is expected to be
completed by Nov. 5.
A cantilevered deck of steel
beams will be constructed and
covered by redwood planks.

Aff

"There is no question that
my opponent (John Y. Brown
Jr.) will be supporting Mr.
Carter as the nominee of the
Democratic Party next year,
assuming he is the nominee,
and I will be opposing Mr.
Carter." -Nunn said. "That is
one of the chief differences in
this campaign." —

Masses Planned At
St. Leo's Church
Masses at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be at 6:30 p.m.
today 1Saturday ) and at 8 and
11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 9, with the
pastor, the Rev. Martin
Mattingly, in charge.
The Parish picnic will be
held from Ito 5 p.m.Sunday at
the new City-County Park.
Each family is asked to bring
two dishes to share and their
own ating utensils and drinks.
The Parish will furnish ham
and buns.
CCD Classes for grade and
high school students will shirt
Sunday from 9:30 to 10:40 a.m.
The students and parents will
meet Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in
Gleason Hall for the opening
program.
No masses will be held
Monday through Thursday,
but-will be held Friday at 4:30
n.m.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 7531916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays
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1975 Olds
Cutlass Supreme

Homecoming Will Be
At Poplar Spring
Services Planned,
Episcopal Church
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particular date."
Kennedy's family obligations have
long been cited as one of the major
barriers to his seeking the presidency.
The news that the once-strong objections of his wife and his mother have
been lifted is expected to encourage the
"Draft Kennedy" movements already
active in 19 states.
Kennedy's friends and relatives say
the family's reluctance to see the
senator run for president was based
primarily on the fear that he would
become the third Kennedy brother to be
assassinated. Such fear has not been
erased, they say, but Kennedy has
convinced his mother and his wife that
it cannot dictate the way he lives.
President John F. Kennedy was
assassinated in Dallas in 1963, and
Robert F. Kennedy, then a senator
from New York, was assassinated in
Los Angeles in 1968 during his campaign for the presidential nomination.
Close associates say the only thing
that keeps Kennedy from entering the
race now is his reluctance to challenge
an incumbent Democratic president
and open himself to the charge of
dividing his own party.
For months, public opinion polls have
shown Kennedy to be a 2-to-1 favorite
over Carter for the presidential
nomination among Democrats, and he
also runs ahead of all potential
Republican rivals.
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One owner, new car trade-in, power
steering, power brakes, air, automatic,
46,215 mi.,factory wheels.
$297500
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
Apr

753-2617
Amileow 1411W-
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